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Murray, Ky., Saturda Afternoon, January 6, 1973
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Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller, has announced that he has appointed
Marshall Gordon, of Doran
Road, Murray, as the county
representative on the Murray
Planning Commission.
Miller's announcement
statement said'
"Pursuant to a request from
the Mayor of Murray to appoint
a county member to the Murray
Planning Commission, and in
accordance with the Kentucky
Revised Statutes
'This Court does this day
appoint Marshall Gordon, of
Doran Road, Murray, Kentucky
as the county representative on
the Murray Planning Corn-

mission, effective thlt date, to
serve a term as provided' by
law.
-Approved and entered on
record this the 5th day of
January, 1973." Gordon has
been a member of the Murray
State University Faculty for
approximately 10 years. He is a
professor in the Chemistry and
Geology department.
The new appointee is a native
of Ballard County, is married
and the couple has one child. He
is a graduate of Vanderbilt
University.
Gordon is also associated with
Raymond Tidwell in a subdivision and has Interests in
Real Estate.

Le Duc Tho Arrives
In Paris For Talks
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Id Average
1,479 80.34
1,400 79 47
5,306 79.99
3,301 78.29
5,016 79.45
II.27 80.46
4,342 79 19
4,532 81.02
1,221 80.95
7,253 80.19
SALE
9,282 78.42
4,650 80.64
3,690 80.20
6,403 80.63
5.820 79.36
5,900 79.95
SALE
9,182 79.74
9,732 80.05
9,962 80.50
7,797 78.86
8,021 77,94
4,257 80.09
0,386 80.23
SALE
1,535 80.26
1,308 79.56
1,858 80.72
8.274 79.99
7,144 80.13
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PARIS #APJ — Hanoi's top
peace negotiator, Le Duc Tho,
arrived in the French capital
today for more talks. But he
said the North Vietnamese will
continue the war if President
Nixon "keeps demanding unreasonable changes" in the October draft peace agreement.
The arrived from Moscow
after an earlier stopover in Peking. He,and Henry A. Kissin,ger, President Nixon's national
security adviser, are scheduled
to resume Monday their stalled
pent talks, which were re---=—Assedadase.-.11:
1100stings of technical experts
• from both skies have been going on this week in preparation
for the next Tho-Kissinger
negotiating session. Kissinger is
schedule:YU Arrive Sunday in
Parts.
In an airport statement, Tho
said, "The fact that I arrive in
Paris today for one more effort
to peacefully settle the Vietnam
problem shows once again the
unswerving serious attitude and
goodwill of the government of

the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam
"Had the U.S. side really had
a good will and adopted a
serious attitude as the North
Vietnamese side dicL.' the Vietnam question would have been
settled peacefully and rapidly.
"But if the U.S. side keeps
demanding unreasonable
changes bearing upon the principles and content of the agreed
accord, prolonging and extending the war, the Vietnamese
people who have been tempered
during tens of years of fighting
are resolved not to cede to any
pressure or threat, perseveringly stepping up their
struggle against US. aggression for national salvation till
the achievement of their basic
national rights and the winning
back of real peace and independence
"Now the decisive moment
has come either to rapidly
settle peacefully the Vietnam
problem and sign the agreed
accord or to continue the war."
he said.
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A steering committee formed for the purpotik handling the fund raisin and purchasing of the
Hurst power rescue tool for Murray and Calloway County has urged all community-minded Individuals to support the drive to purchase the tool as soon as pensibie. The committee is composed of
Steely,
i I. to r.) Mrs. Matt Sparkman, Jerry McCoy, Mrs. James Garrison,Mrs Don Hunter, Howard
Knight, Mrs Doa
Mrs. J.D. Rayburn, and Mrs. John Belt chairman. Not pictured are Mrs Sam
Keller, Steve Durbin, Gedric Paschall, and Rill Boyd. Anyone wishing further information should
contact a member of this committee, and anyone wishing to make a contribution ma send it to
either the Rank of Murrayor Peoples Bank.

Donations For Purchase Of
Rescue Tool Are Requested

Half-Cent Sales
Tax Is Boon For
Paris, Tennessee
The half-cent sales tax which
went into effect in neighboring
Paris, Tenn., September 1,
netted the city $15,025.49 for the
month of October according to
Pisis eity officials.
The new tax, which was
approved by Paris voters in
July of 1972, has produced
829,046.64 in revenue for Paris
in its first two months of
existence. Predictions indicate
that the city will collect $170,000
from the half-cent tax this year.
The tax applies only to sales
within the city limits of Paris. It
brings the total sales tax within
the city to 5 per cent, while
purchases outside the dig are
taxed at 4.5 per cent
ARTS AND CRAFTS

leaves Sunday morning for the
talks with North Vietnam's Le
Duc Tho.
Kissinger met Friday with
two envoys of South Vietnam
President Thieu, former foreign
minister Tran Van Do and former ambassador to the United
States, Bui Diem. No details
were reported.
Nixon earlier briefed the congressional leaders on the war
for ,15 minutes after presidential aides talked to them about
such things as extending the
w a ge-priee- controls. and
streamlining the executive department. The leaders said Nixon left the room immediately
after his talk, taking no questions.

Second Revenue
Sharing Check
May Be Smaller

The Arts and Crafts Club will
not hold its regular meeting On
Wednesday, January 10.

Press secretary Ronald Ziegler said later the President had
told the leaders he could not
say whether "prospects are optimistic or pessimistic" that the
renewed peace talks will bring
a settlement.
• Nixon was quoted by some
leaders as listing the three major remaining issues as return
of American prisoners, South
Vietnam's right to determine
its.own future, and supervision
of a cease-fire.
Democrats in both the House
and Senate have called for an
immediate cutoff of war_ money. But House Republicans
were expected tn vote today at
a closed conference on joining
(Continued on‘Page Mao

The Weather
'MAW •

Mostly cloudy and cold today
with a few light snow flurries.
Highs in the low and mid 20s.
Tonight cloudy and colder with
a chance of snow flurries. Lows
in ,the upper teens. Sunday
cloudy and colder with a
chance of snow flurries. Lows
in the upper teens. Sunday
cloudy and cold with snow likely. Highs in the upper 20s to
around 30 Monday cloudy and
cold with a chance of snow.
precipitation probabilties are 10
per cent today, 20 per cent
tonight and 70 per cent sunday.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1API —
The size of the second revenue
sharing check may come as a
surprise to city and county officials who already have planned
what to do with the money
Almost all the checks in the
second installment of the $5 billion revenue-sharing pot for
1972 will be smaller than the
first. But in most cases the
change should not be great.
A breakdown of the exact
amounts of the 473 checks going to county and local governments has not been released
However, there are two factors at work that should serve
to reduce the checks. First is
the decision by the Treasury to
withhold five per cent of each
local allotment to provide a
fund to correct errors and inequities that have developed in
the program.
Only 1 per cent was withheki
from the first checks.
Second. a $435.278 overpayment on the first checks to
anout 20 Kentucky communities, .most of them in the
F-astern part of the state, will
reduce the size of the checks
to the cities involved. However,
the slZe of checks to other communities will be increased.
Overpayments range from
$1,142 at Booneville to $-30,293 at
Hazard. They result from miscalculation, faulty data, and the
failure of government officials
to file the proper forms
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Ambulance Regulations
Bring -Mixed Reactions
From Funeral Directors
i EDITOR'S NOTE: The
following story is a roundup of
opinions throughout the state on
the new regulations which
ambulance operators must
follow.. Local funeral homes
have announced intentions not
to provide ambulance service in
Murray and Calloway County
after July 1, 1973, due to the new
regulations relating to ambulances. The new rules make
it "economically impossible"
for the local funeral homes to
continue to provide the ser% ice,
according to a spokesman for
the firms.)

of the ambulance business, apparently feeling that providing
the service is worth the expense of meeting the coming
regulations.
It's been said that funeral directors got into the ambulance
business in the first place because their buggies were the
only ones in town long enough
to carry a person lying down.
And as ambulance service
proved to be good advertising,
morticians became willing to
absorb whatever losses were involved in transporting the ailing in order to keep their company name in the public eye.
Under the federally recommended requirements that have
been adopted by the state as
regulations, however, the expenses will become steeper.
step by step, over the next
three years.
In 1973, ambulance-service
operators are required to be licensed by the state. In 1974,
they will be required to have
certain equipment In their vehicles. including oxygen tanks.
In the next year, ambulance
drivers and attendants will be
required to be medically
trained, and thus will draw
higher pay. And in 1976, requirements-iambi**the ambulance yehiae Itself will make
necessary a specialized vehicle
which will not be able to serve
in funeral processiens as well
as a mbulants*Ms,• pain cus•
•
tomary at

—,-

Lloyd Cornell Accepts Position
At University Of Hawaii, Honolulu

This year's requirement, the
license, doesn't seem to be a
major stumbling block. Mrs.
Pat Loar, assistant director of
emergency health services in
the state Health Department,
said the department has received license applications
from about 90 per cent of the
state's ambulance service operators.
But she said many operators
who didn't mind getting the
state license this year have expressed doubts about meeting
the stiffer requirements that
will come along in 1974, 1975,
and 1976.
"We've had feedback from
several counties that funeral
homes that have applied for licenses this year have begun negotiations with the fiscal courts
-to get them to supply the services," Mrs Loar said.
In Bell County, the matter
has progressed beyond the
stage of negotiations with four
at the county's six funeral
homes having gone out of the
ambulance business, and having lent the Middlesboro fire
department two vehicles with
which to carry on.
The Appalachian Regional
Hospital at Middlesboro is seeking a federal grant to enable it
to operate an ambulance service for the county, but in the
fire.. department
meantime
„
said, firemen make
four ambulance runs a
day in the borrowed vehicles.
The two Bell County funeral
homes continuing ambulance
service are in Pineville, and

Z

(Continued on Page Eight

Huddleston
Pleased With
Assignments

Rev Lloyd Cornell, director by the United States goyernof the Baptist Student Union, ment on the campus of the
Murray State University, has University of Hawaii for the two
resigned his position here to thousand International students
take another position in there.
WASHINGTON (API — KenWhile serving as I3SU director
Holululu, Hawaii
junior senator says he
tucky's
The Murray man will be state here for the past 5,-2 years,
is pleased with his new comdirector of student work for the Rev. Cornell and his wife,
mittee assignments, noting that
Hawaiian Baptist Convention Masako, have been working
he has been named to two of
as
and will also be serving
closely with the International
his top five choices
Baptist campus minister for the students at Murray State
U.S. Sen. Walter "Dee" Hudwill
He
Hawaii.
of
University
University.
will serve on the Senate
dleston
for
in
work
also be coordinating
Rev. Cornell, born
Agriculture and Government
the East-West Center sponsored Rochelle, Ga., is the son of LI
Operations committees.
Cornell of Orlando, Fla. He is a
The Democrat from Elizagraduate of Stetson University,••
bethtown said his assignment to
Defand, Fla., and of the
the Agriculture Committee "ofSouthern Baptist Theological
me an opportunity to profers
Seminary, LouiFintle.
vide service to Kentucky in an
After his graduation from the
area that needs attention.
seminary he entered the U.S.
"I also want to make an efhis
Lloyd
Cornell
six
Rev.
Navy serving as chaplain for
Kenneth C Imes filed
fort on the committee in the
papers on Friday. January 5, years. While in the Navy he
a social worker in Los Angeles field of rural development," he
with the Kentucky Secretary of visited numerous countries in
County, California.
said.
in
State Thelma Stovall in Frank- the Far East, Caribbean. and
Rev and Mrs. Cornell have
Huddleston also said he is
fort, for the office of state , Europe.
one son, Shawn, age nine, and drafting a letter to President
of
daughter
FR/1r'
the
of
Cornell,
e
representativ
- Mit:—
one daughter, Noelani, age four. Nixon, seeking reconsideration
District composed of Calloway Hamato Kogachi of Honolulu,
They own their own home at 405 of the Rural Environmental AsCounty and part of Trigg attended elementary and high
North Seventh Street, Murray. sistance Program. Congress aureceived
She
Hawaii.
in
school
County.
Mr. Cornell said he and thorized funds for the program
Jose
Imes was elected to the office her B.A. degree from San
family were looking forward for this year, but the Departof state representative in the State College, California, and his
new work in Honolulu ment of Agriculture announced
their
to
from
co-owner
certificate
is
He
teaching
1971.
her
election in
to be near last month it is abolishing the
opportunity
the
and
She
of the J.H. Churchill Funeral the University of Hawaii.
Cornell's mother and program.
attended Southern Seminary, Mrs.
Home in Murray.
Huddleston's other choices
and sisters there, but
The Murray man, son of Mr. Louisville, for over a year, brothers
at for commitee assignment were
regrets
expressed
also
they
She
husband.
and Mrs. John R. Imes of Alnio, where she met her
leaving Murray and the many Foreign _Relations, Public
is married to the former Mary has taught in the schools of
they have here.
Works,or Armed Services.
friends
was
and
and
Mr.
Louisville,
and
of
Hawaii
daughter
Beth Beale,
Mrs. Joe Rob Beale, also of
A Daily Devotion
Alm°. They have one daughter,
Noon Prayer Call
Molly, age five, and one son,
John Beale, age two.
FRANKFORT, Ky: t API —
Representative Imes is a
Gov. Wendell Ford said Friday graduate of Calloway County
the state has executed an High School and attended
very top is a small piece of felt shaped as a
agreement to acquire the land Murray State University.
ATTEND NOON PRAYER CALL
flame ier the candle.'
needed for a new convention
E
EACH DAY AT THE COURTHOUS
When his hand felt the tiny piece of felt
and eslebelion center in houisThe Ledger & Times, in cooperation with the
representing the flame, a faint grin appeared
Will
Senior Citizens
vine.
local Ministerial Association, will publish a daily
on his face as though a spark of love had lite a
Ford said the agreement with
.loyotional ce:fer the next two weeks in con
iunction with The Key '13 Noon Prayer Call
warm spot in his heart.
the urban renewal and commu- Hear About Holy Land
nationwide observance.
As the elderly blind man trusted me to
nity development agency,is exexplain the gift which he could not see, so God
"Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither
pected to be signed by LouisThe Senior Citizens of Murray
through faith not sight leads those of us IAN)
have entered into the heart of man, the things
ville officials Monday
and ('alloway County will meet.
will take His Hand and follow His inwhich God hath prepared for them that I love
The site is bounded by Third, at the Ellis Comhiunity Center
structions. Key 73 calls our continent to walk
him." 1 Corinthians 2:9.
liberty, Fourth and Market on Tuesday, January 9, at one.
by faith through prayer and repentance at
Streets.
A few days ago. I described a Christmas
this time.
The city of Louisville subBro. Roy Beasley? Jr., and
Gift to an elderly- blind man. I took his hand
Resolution: Will not my heart be warmed
sequently will convey the Site
will be special
and gave him itistructinns. Thci 'is a Wash
by faith as God leads me through this day?
to the state for a'sum equal to Mrs. Mary Lamb
talk about
cloth rolled'age
of a capdle. Here at
John A: Jones
the aqual piscisst mice Taid guests_ They will
tour
recent
a liar'bf soap with
la
Vitir
.;shtnt
el
thes
.
w
thelarnvels
the'baseofth;
Kirksey United Mettiodist.birrth_c_.
by- the - city -for the lands -a.
Holy Land.
andOolly as decoration. Now,.at the
net
red
the
o(
quired.
•

Kenneth Imes
Files Friday

State Executes
Agreement For Land

Eye Has Not Seen, Nor Ear Heard
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'YOU DON'T NEED ELECIRICITY'—les been 93 years since
Edison invented the electric light, but Mrs. Eva Peterson, 77,
lights one of many kerosene lamps le their two story home at
Ludington. Mich., less than five mires-Vim the construction site
of the world's largest hydro-electric power facility schedulgi to
open immediately after the new year. Eva's husband, Charles. 75,
sars—you don't need* electric*: 1'4 "obi* dOesr lb :explaining
ffN., tvittetstovvIr
low to mid 204 on Tuesday and —MOMSlioriie 111,1 nowlrfttg affirm 'walrd
i AP WIrephotoi

Kentucky Extended Outlook
Cloudy and cold Monday and
Tuesday with a chance of snow.
Partly cloudy and cold Wednesday. Highs during the period
r. ZS Lows in
thexuld
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By Bill. BFAGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Kentucky funeral home operF ire Chief Jackie Cooper ators are displaying mixed reMurray and Calloway County
will soon receive one of the indicated that his department is actions to increased state regunewest innovations in rescue very often called to automobile lation of the ambulance servequipmetst according to a accidents and can be of little ices most of them have
spokesman for the Murray assistance because of the lack traditionally offered in the
Woman's Club which is of equipment. -The Hurst tool areas they serve.
spearheading a drive to pur- will be worth its weight in
Some funeral directors, faced
chase the Hurst power ICI= add." Cooper added, "At the uitih the expense Of,ateating retool which was demonstrated in present we have only the quirements that will become
minimum in rescue equipment progressively stricter over the
Murray in early December.
The tool, eight years in and this will be a tremendous next three years, have ceased
designing and building, can be asset There are any number'of ambulance operations. Others,
used to free trapped victims in rzscue operations that may be s Me they've applied for the liperformed with the tool not just censes needed to operate for
any number of situations. It
small enough to be carried in in automobile accidels but also another year, have begun
the trunk of a car and cart be in industry and dillitrurtion. prodding the fiscal courts in
Hopefully, we won't have to use their counties to formulate
used by one person
it."
plans for ambulance services of
The price of the tool is $3800 their own.
which includes.„the apparatus,
Some funeral home operators
delivery, and training have indicated they have no
(Continued on Page Eight i
plans at the moment to :et out

Nixon Unsure Of Settlement From ,
Renewed Paris Peace Negotiations
WASHINGTON I AP) -- Under mounting pressure from
congressional Democrats to get
a Vietnam war settlement by
his Jan. 20 inauguration, President Nixon has told them he
doesn't know whether the renewed Paris peace talks will
provide it or not.
Nixon was quoted as telling
congressional leaders at a
White House meeting Friday
that U.S. negotiators "should
know fairly quickly" next week
whether Hanoi will negotiate
seriously "or move back into a
stalling pattern."
The President, meanwhile,
summoned peace envoy Henry
Kissinger to his Camp David,
Md., retreat today to prepare
for the resumption of the private talks Monday
A White House spokesman
described the Camp David sessions as "intensive, final consultations" before Kissinger
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We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
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Attend Meeting
Five representatives of
Murray State University attended the December meeting
of the Western Kentucky
Personnel and
Guidance
Association at Sullivan.
They were: Charles L.
Eldridge, director of school
relations and president-elect of
the Kentucky Personnel and
Guidance Association; Dr. Ben
Humphreys, chairman of the
guidance and counseling'
department. Dr. Don Rye,
associate professor of guidance
and counseling; and Dr. Bill
Emener and Dr. Tom Holcomb,
both assistant professors of
guesiaace and rem:selling.
Eldrige addressed the group
concerning topics of interest to
the statewide organization.
President Jerry Hinton
presided during the media&
which had as its theme "Career
Education," a topic in-,
creasingly discussed in school
systems today. Counselors from
Crittenden, Webster, Union and
Livingston county school
systems served as hostesses.
Carl Fors, guidance component coordinator for the
Regional Career Education
Development
Project
of
Ownesboro gave a demonstration to show what can be
done to promote career
education.
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The Outstanding Civic Asset ot•Community
is Me Integrity of its Newspaper

SATURDAY-JANUARY 6, 1973

Defenders of Equakty
This week's top prize for inconsistent selfrighteousness goes to the United Auto Workers.
On one page of the Union's December newspaper
is- the headline: "UAW Charges Sex Bias By Three
Auto Companies." On another page is a list of the 27
top leaders of UAW. Only one is a woman.—Tulsa
Okla.) World.
„

Ten Years Ago Today
IJEDGES
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Deaths reported are Miles E. Beach, age 84,
Kirksey Route One, and Mrs. 0. A. McKinney, age
67, of Murray Route Two.
One of the largest robberies in some time occurred
just after midnight today when the Liberty Supermarket was robbed of possibly $8,000.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Dunn of Hazel are observing
their golden wedding anniversary today with an
open house at their home.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Simmons of Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
are the parents of a baby boy born January 4. Mrs.
Lectra Andrus of Murray is the maternal grandmother.
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'Hm-I see we're lost again, as usual'

Graves County
Man Is Held
To GrandJury

Measures Being Proposed
Concerning Death Penalty

MAYFIgLD, Ky.
, Jan 3 FL C. Britt, Jr. was bound to
By TOM SEPPY
the grand jury on a charge of
Associated Press Writer
involuntary manslaugeter followWASHINGTON AP - The
ing a breisminiary heanng be- Nison adniinistratioo says it
fore Graves County Judge Dick will call for a mandatory death
Castleman today.
penalty for "cold-blooded, preBret is being lodged in the meditated"
Deaths reported are Mrs. Sara F. Bailey. age 91.
crtmes, but a
Graves County jail herein lieu Democratic
Senator As proposMrs. Matt Waldrop. and Mrs Paul Spann, age 51. of 910,800 bond
ing a bill that would leave im"One of the most affable fellows we have talked
Brut was arrested following a
of the death sentence.
with recently is Percy Jones over at the Riley one-car-pedestrian mishap. Dec. position
up to the jury
18
which
took
the
life
of
11-yearFurniture No. 2 store," from the. column. "Seen &
The two opposing viewpoints
oid David Wayne Orr, Jr. The
Heard Around Murray."
mishap occurred at the inter- could presage a major congresBirths reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Will seccioo of 19th Street arid Central sional battle over use of capital
punishnient. And opponents of
Ed Stokes and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
Avenue here.
the
death penalty already have
Caldwell, both on December 25, girl to Mr. and Mrs.
begun to form battle lines.
Joe Rob Beale on December 26, girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Atty. Gen. Richard G
E. T. Winchester on December 27, twin girls to Mr.
Kleindlenst
announced
and Mrs. Sam Lee on December 29, and boy to Mr.
Thursday that the administration will seek legislation reand Mrs. Robert Farless on January 4.
quiring
the death penalty for
Miss Alpha McG-ough and Richard McNutt were
such crimes as kidnaping, asmarried December 31 at the Memorial Baptist Federal State Market News sassination, bombing- a public
Service January 5, 1e73
Church.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog building, killing a prison guard
Market Report Includes 9 and air hijacking
Meanwhile, Sen. John L.
Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 1479 F-st 1800 McClellan D-Ark., introduced a
Barrows and Gilts fully 91.25 bill that would reinstitute the
1.11D(11131e TOMS FUR
lower Sows steady & 50 cents death penalty, but only if a defendant, in the cow-se of a
Deaths reported in the past two weeks include Will lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.. 30.75-31.25 serious crime, intentionally
R. Barnett, John W. Doran, L. D. Lax, Reuben Jesse US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 30.00-30.75 takes another person's life. The
Owen, Mrs. Sallie Paschall, W. 0. Miller, Mrs. US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 29.25-30.00 jury would decide guilt and
Martha Belle Story, Mrs. Elizabeth Wimberly, Mrs. US 3-4 260-290 Its. 28.50-29.25 punishment separately.
Kleindienst suggested at a
Mollie Downey, Mrs. Allie Gupton, Mrs. Mary Jane Sows
US 1-2 270-350 Its 23.50-24.50 news conference that a manCollins, and Mrs. Nannie Moore Jones.
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 23.00-23.50 datory death penalty, where the
Lt. James Knight Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe US
2-3 450450 Its. 22.00-23.00 jury in effect decides guilt and
Parker, has been reported missing in action few down 21.00
imposes punishment at the
somewhere in the Atlantic Ocean. He was a pilot in Boars 20.00-22.00
same time, would be acceptable to the Supreme Court. The
the U. S. Air Force.
court ruled 5 to 4 last summer
An average of $14.03 was reported for the first twe.
,
that because the death penalty
days of sales of dark tobacco here.
has been applied unevenly in
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
state and federal courts, it violLowell Jones on Decernbert25, girl to Pvt. and Mrs.
ates the constitutional ban
against cruel and unusual punNorville Cole on December 28, girl tO Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon Moody on December 18, girl to Mr. and Mrs. Federal State Market News ishment.
Service
Included on the Senate subJack Clendenon on December 25, girl to Mr. and Wednesday
January
3, committee on criminal laws
Mrs. Ralph Riley on January 4, and boy to Mr. and Mayfield, ley
and procedures, which would
Mrs. Cross Spann on January 5.
Farmers Livestock Market. handle such a bill, are two arMarriages announced include: Miss Evelyn Lou Livestock weighed on arrival. dent Democratic opponents of
Cattle this week 700
capital punishment, Sens. EdLockhart to Conrad H. Jones on December 26, Miss
Calves this week 23
ward M Kennedy of MassachuElizabeth Askew to Lyle Armstrong, Jr., on
Compared To Last Week: setts and Philip A. Hart of
December 18, and Miss Nellie Short to Zollie Nor- Slaughter cows .50 higher, Michigan.
sworthy on December 31.
Slaughter bulls and calves
More opposition apparently
steady, feeders steady to .50 would come from Sen. Birch
higher.
Bayh, D-Ind., a member of the
Slaughter Cows: Utility 25.00- parent Judiciary Committee,
29.00, Cutter M.00-25.00, Canner Bayt said one of the problems
with the death penalty "is tbat
19.00-22.00
Rut there is rorgiveness "with thee, that thou
Slaughter Bulls: Utility over it is possible for our system of
mayest be feared.—Psalm 110:4.
1,000 lbs. 29.5041.75.
A most amazing thing about God is,, His willingness
Slaughter Calves, Choice 240to forgive our willful sins, if we siheerely repent.
350 lbs. 45.00-50.00, Good 40.00.
45.00.
Feeder Steers: Choice 300-400
The first church established
lbs. 49.50-54.00, 400-500 lbs. 46.50- in Newton, Mass., founded 44
49.50, 500400 lbs. 43.50-46.50, years after the Pilgrims
mixed Good and Choice 300-400 landed at nearby Plymouth
lbs. 46.50-49.50, 400,
500 lbs. 43.50.- Rock, held its last services reby Carl Riblet Jr.
lithe future good of our society depends on the 46.50, 500400 lbs. 40.s0-9.50, tently.
A deacon said its members
education and training of the people today, then let Good 300-400 lbs. 43.50-46.50, 400- had become "too old and too
500 lbs. 40.50-43.50, 500400 lbs.
us hope that at least a few barber colleges somehow 37.50-40.50.
few."
survive the harrowing times so. that the art of
PLAGUE PEAR
Feeder Heifers: Choice 300haircutting will not be forgotten against the day , 400 lbs. 41.00-44.00,
Ten
people have died in a
400,
500 Ilk.
when long hair will once again be a woman's 39.00-41.00, 500400 lbs. 36.00- epidemic (thought to be pneumonic plague) that bas hat
prerogative ahd-a man's dismay.
f9-00, mixed Good and Choice
three villages on the western
- "$Prtarge4teati-feff:hoir-uishes the-30040 _1$713. .39.90-41,00 19174590 [nothings nt.Killmaitia‘a,
_Tak
lbs. 36.00-39.00,500400 lbs. 34'.0d- zania,
handsome man more graceful and
according to the team
36.00. Good 300-400 lbs. 37.00- of doctors
and microbiologists
the ugly man more terrible."
39.00, )00-500 lbs 34.00.37.00, who have placed a quarantine
Lycurgus. 850
500-606 lbs. 31.00-34.00.
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

Historic claret closes
!leers atter 208 years

Isn't It The Truth!

During the past summer,
Fors converted an old, rusty
Bookmobile into a "Career
Express" containing a maze of
career information on' all
possible vocational choices,
plus a video tape unit and a
television.
As of October the "Express"
had reached more than 23,000
justice to make a nustake."
people and traveled 2,500 miles.
Bayh aide said the senator Fors gave a slide presentation
would like to see a life sentence about the career tram, showing
mean a life Siderite and it: its participation in local c0e1Ftougher polrey toward paroles.". munity programs and parades.
However, Sen. James
A post-meeting
discussion
E:astland of Mississippi, chaircons:ran
the
work
being
done
man of the Judiciary Comby lay committees in each local
mittee, said he would favor the
community to study
the
ichniiiistration's Proposal.
present Minimum. Foundatidti
The ranking Republican on
Program. A resolution was
the House Judiciary Comdrafted by a presidentiallymittee, Rep. Edward Nutria'sappointed committee giving 'son of Michigan, said also the
support to Dr Lyman Ginger,
death penalty should be imstate superintendent of public
posed for some crimes
instruction.
"The world has not reached a
The resolution, to be mailed
point yet where other countries
to Ginger, expresses the
would do away with the death
counselors' views on the inpenalty for such offenses and I
tergral part guidance courtdoubt it would be good policy
9elors should have in the teal
for us to do it," Hutchinson
education program.
said.
A

Nixon May Not Deliver
State Of Union Speech 5.
B,y WILLIAM F. ARBOGAST.
WASHINGTON (AI
) - Fut
)
the second time, President Nixon may not deliver his State 01
the Union message to Congress
in person.
Congressional sources said
Thursday the President is expected instead to present broad
outlines of his programs in he
Jan. 20 inaugural address and
follow up with a written message to Congress.
Gerald L. Warren, deputy
White House press secretary,
said no final plans have been
made for the annual State of
the Union message.
Normally, when a president
plans to address Congress in
person at the outset of a session, he so informs a special
joirft committee shortly after It
advises him each session that
Congress is ready for business.
That committee reported
back to the House Wednesday
that Nixon said "from time to
time he will send messages to
this body."
Leaders of Congress have not
been asked to set a date for a
personal address by the President. Neither have security
forces been alerted to prepare

•

Saturday, Janu,
The Senior Art Exhi
Henderson, Murray,
for thirteen days in Eagle Gallery, Pri.
Fine Arts Center, M
University.

tor such an occasion.
In 1970, 1971 and 1972, President Nixon personally delivered
Pus State of the Union message.
In 1969, his first year in office,
he sent his message Lip and it
was read to Congress. Prese
dent Johnson, leaving office
that year, dehvered his -fetal
State of the Union address in
person.
President Eisenhower didn't.
make a personal appearan• e
when he left office in January
1961. That _was the year ?resident Kennedy made his first
personal address to Congress.
Eisenhower also sent his
message by courier in 1956
while he was in Key West.
In the early years of Congress, presidents addressed
joint sessions each year.
Thomas Jefferson discontinued
that practice in 1801 and
transmitted his mesaages in
writing.
Jefferson's precedent was followed until 1913 when Woodrow
Wilson resumed the custom of
addressing Congress in person
The practice has been followed
generally by most presidents
since then, with the exception
of Herbert Hoover.

The Senior -Art F
Sherry Brandon, M
open for thirteen cl.
Clara M. Eagle Gal/
Doyle Fine Arts Cent.
State University.
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Sisterhood will
home of Mrs. Mot:
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Group lit of
Christian Church
meet at the home of
McNutt, 1405 Main
7:30 p.m. Mrs. Day
ive the program

Attention Students!
SUN-RISE SERVICES

-11 The Board of Di .
'Quota Club will
rriangle Inn at 5:

i

II The Mattie Bell H.
kite First United
!Church women will
;social hall at seven

Time: 6:00 A.M.
Place: Cheri Theatre
When: Sunday Morning
Speaker: Bro. Dean Ross
Topic: Where Was The Church When
The Youth Exploded?

, The Sigma Depar
Murray Woman's
'meet at the club hi
p.m. with Me •
Harris, Frank F:
Whitmer, Mona •
Joe Prince as hos .
- Tuesday,
Groups of the Ba
itAbe First Baptis
meet 113 follows:
Owen Billington
Mrs FAlgar Shirley
a.rn,, II with Mrs
ten a.m.; III wi
Linn at two p.m.

Everyone interested Is urged to come
- hear this young minister speak on
the you* in America today.

The Bessie Tuc
the
First Uni •
Church Women wil
home of Mrs Jame
Sharpe Street, at

Ends TONITE

The Quota Club
the Triangle Inn .
The Westside
Club will meet wi
Darnell at 12.30 •

Hopkinsville Rhodes Scholar
Champion At Sports And School
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky IAP
- Kentucky's only Rhodes
Scholar for 1972 has won
awards for both athletic and
academic achievements, but he
says his proudest achievement
is winning a suit against several Danville barbers who refused to cut a black man's hair.
Raymond Burse, 21, of Hopkinsville, a senior at Centre
College, had to win a federal
suit before he could get a haircut in Danville, where the college is located.
"Winning that suit was probably the most significant thing
I have ever done because it
opened the way for other
blacks to get equal treatment
in at least one small way," he
said.
Burst has been a civil rights
activist since he was a student
at Christian County High
School, and was appointed a
non-voting member of Hopkinsvine's Human Relations Commission while he was still in
school.
He plans to use the coveted
scholarship for two years'
study at Oxford University in

Murray Star
Order of the E.
meet at 7:30
Masonic 1 .

Nadine Sw.
Honored At

Burse, who was voted
Centre's "most valuable offensive player 'in football for 1972,
is also a champion hurdler. He
attends Centre on an academic
scholarship and is in the top
one per cent of his class.
He says he spends most of
Pus spare time reading, in an
attempt to 'fill in the gaps in
my education."

The Senior Ci
Miss Nadine Swa
worker from
wi
University,
ce ter.
recently at the E

NOW

Miss Swanks w
rs of the
group for the pas
complete her r• •
mebe
hours.During the so,
and coffee seer:
Swanks was pr
gift in appreciat
with the Senior

thru
TUE.

Archie Bunker is a General!!

The son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Burse, and the youngest of 12
children, Burse has one more
semester at Centre. He will
leave for England late next
summer.
)
."‘" e
:
ffi
l:
r 7-11/

-ate
ent—
DR
I LVE 57t

New
The
Homemakers CI
with Mrs. Opal '
one p.m.

England "partly to think out
what my future is going to be.
"I want to become patent
lawyer, and since there is a
tremendous shortage of black
lawyers in Kentucky, I am
thinking about returning," he
said.

Burse is the second Hopkinsvile native in a row to win the
Rhodes Scholarship. Last year,
Darrell Banks, a graduate of
Hopkinsville High School, was a
winner and is now at Oxford.
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Kelly's Heroes (:r
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CLINT EASTWOOD
CARROLL O'CONNOR
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* Elke Sommer
* Joseph Cotton
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Christopher Jones in
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

<Z.P
FOR SUNDAY,JANUARY 7, 1973
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have conMIKULCIK GIRL
place
DEAR DISAPPOINTED: i do not, and never
Miss Nadine Swanks,field
price—
the
think
I
chosen
and Sundry Needs
but
name
the
minors.
is
Sue
Karen
for
State
doned premarital sex
worker from Murray
Mikulcik
John
Mrs.
into the worid—is too high for
and
child
Mr.
by
unwanted
an
party
a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
12:00
bringing
Open
University, with a
y of the pill is that it
of 1613 Keenland, Murray, for
ty
the "crime." One serious deficienc
recently at the Ellis Communi
their baby girl, weighing seven
ayes not prevent VD—just pregnancy.
Center.
pounds eleven ounces, born on
the
with
worked
Miss Swanks
Tuesday, January 2, at 5:29
members of the Senior Citizens
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
to
weeks
nine
past
the
group for
Hospital.
County
graduate
complete her required
They have two sons, David,
Mrs.
of
family
the
of
ns
generatio
hours.
FIVE GENERATIONS—Five
age nine, and Kenneth. age
cake
to right are: Mrs. Evans,
During the social hour,
daughter,
F,ula Evans are shows In this photo. Left
Miss
served.
Haroo three, and another
and coffee were
. Mrs. alas Parker; Mrs. Parker's son.
daughter
father is
her
The
six.
age
Lisa,
a
Beverly Hill The two
Swanks was presented with
Parker; Mr. Parker's daughter, and Mrs.
associate professor in the
work
her
arms.
of
her
in
ion
Mark
and
appreciat
gift in
children are Mrs. Hill's, Mike, standing,
agriculture department of
svith the Senior Citizens.
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
ONE HOUR SERVICE
Mrs. Steve Mikulcik of New
London, Mo., and Mrs. Irene_
Reichert and the late Lawrence
Reichert of Caruthersville, Mo.

Saturday, January 6
The Senior Art Exhibit of J.C.
Henderson, Murray, will open
for thirteen days in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University.
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You can't be a doorniat
unless you lie down first

Bridal Coffee For
Bride-Elect Held
At Grogan Home

Pe/usoicals,_

Luncheon Held For'
Miss Fonda Adams

FBIRTHSJ

An

Mrs. Gary Wilkins

Honored At Shower_
At Burkeen Home

SCOTT DRUG

Nadine Swanks Is Honored At Party

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

FBIRTHSj

Adams Original

One Nickel
SHOE SALE

SPECIALS! DRY CLEANING OFFER
9, 10 *
* Good Monday, Tuesday 8 Wed., Jan. 8,

• TROUSERS 2/$ 1 00
• SKIRTS

or

3/s1

ret

5
2

* WE HAVE SHIRT LAUNDRY SERVICES HERE *

Tel MOST

DOY

Cif Aio , NO

ONE-HOUR
MARTINIZING

Down Town
ONE ROUR SEM

33IAS3S SOON 3N0

11

4

Starts Monday, January 8th
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Shoes on racks for easy shopping.

Know coconut
What's the difference he
tween shredded or thread
type or flaked coconut, The
first two make an attractive
garnish for salads and des
serts Flaked Onconut Is
usually preferred for pies and
cakes because it is easier to
cut and serve

COOKING TIPS'
Baking soda may be used
with buttermilk or molasers to
help leaven a flour pasture.
For thick batters and doughs,
bakum powder ,I,Lofteigsed
as tAV.
leavenina.agent

BUY ONE PAIR AT REGULAR PRICE . .
GET ANOTHER PAIR FOR ONLY 5'!!
• No Exchanges t No Refunds • All Sales Final

ADAMS SHOE STORE

WEST SIDE OF COURT SQUARE

NIGHTOPEN
, FRIDAY

MURRAY, KY.
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, 1. To fashion good homemade
Streambank habitat is home
By Jerry Allen
decoy anchors, you need to our wildlife and is part of the
Just as we neared the place in.
along., the edge of the backThe dim light of the twinkling mind about 200 honkers took to
nothing more than an old 150- daily range of most wildlife
water; closer and closer they
watt tight bulb, some plaster of species. Continuation of this December stars guided me and the air and headed in a nor- moved.
parts some lead and some practice, for whatever reason, my lifetime companion through therly direction. We knew
Gingerly I pressed the call to
heavy rustproof wire. The can only end up in complete loss the flooded timber of the they'd be
back later in the day, my lips and emitted the sound
‘
Mississippi
River
bottoms,
available
are
wire
plaster and
of some species and bad affects
so we set up right there.
they wanted to hear. On they
while far off, in the East the
at any hardware store. Mix the on others.
After setting out six dozen came boring for the decoys
plaster in any small container,
Owners of land bordering first rays of the morning sun goose decoys and pulling the net giving a feed call.
was turning the clear sky to a and other camoflage over the
and use the light bulb upside- creeks and rivers would do well
"I.uk, luk, luk" I answered,
down to press a convee to consider the actual net gain pale orange;
boat we settled in for a sup- they cupped and sailed for the
We were motoring through posedly long wait.
depression into the middle of it. from this practice. Is the indecoys. All this time Linda had
If you push the bulb about crease in production on that last the backwaters to where we
The sun hart already peeked been nervously snapping the
halfway in, then remove it, the row actually worth the loss of a hoped we'd find some Canadian over the horizon when we heard safety on and off of the
bowl will be deep enough. This cool shady place to fish, hunt .honkers waiting. They'd been the first flock in a northerly
Remington automatic she'd
is your lead mold. Before and relax th loss of soil by there the afternoon before so we direction. Then we saw the big
brought with her.
knew
they'd have to be there vee of geese as they lumbered
pouring the molten lead into the erosion, a muddy ditch instead
mold, cut about a one-foot of-a clean flowing MI rim'. and today.
On and on they sailed with. the
length of avire and bend it into the elimination of wildfire
Wine until they were right over
an inverted U with the ends bent species such as squirrel,
us at 50 yards. "Now" I
outward. Pour the lead into the wooducks, coons, song birds
whispered. Linda was up and
legs
of
press
the
then
mold and
and others from the land"'
shooting before I clicked my
the U into the lead. When it has
safety off. At the crack of her
cooled and hardened remove it
gun an old gander rocked but
from the plaster. Attach the
kept flapping. At the roar of her
rich& line with a snap swivel
second shot, the. big goose
wInch is easily removable and
R1Vr.RSIftE7..jrtnn. —The (.7hampioreships also breaking tuldial and fell well.outside. the
permitting
prevents twisting,
recreational pursuits of hunting .attendance records, reports decoys. I had finally managed
the decoy to float naturally.
and target shooting, labeled by that skeet shooting too is to put a bead on a flapping goose
2 A temporary blind that can
some as doomed to imminent growing much faster than the and he was now gliding toward
be set up and taken down very
the end of the long flooded field.
extinction, are not dead yet, population.
squiekly can be made of orQuicker than a billy goat
The Department of Interior's
ever,
more
alive
than
rather
are
TEXAS—Proiect:
IRVING,
dinary old bamboo shade& or
reports Warren Page, president most recent report on hunting could wiggle his whiskers, both
=its
opens
PSI)
Inc
Sports,
prop
and
Just
unroll
curtains
of the National Shooting Sports license sales shows that the of us were out of the blind and
up the bamboo shades, and then event professional bass fishing Foundation.
number of hunters is increasing running in a heat for our
break up their outline with tournament circuit for 1973 with
downed birds. Linda's goose
''While many persons have three times as fast as the
which
Invitational
the
Cajun
fotlage
forecast a decline in shooting population. The report showed was dead on arrival but my old
Zwolle,
held
will
be
at
3 (inc way to estimate
activity as a result of urban an increase of 607,000 licenses gander ran for a cane break.
waterfowl range is to drive a Louisiana, Jarniaiy 25-26-27.
expansion and anti-hunting sold in 1971, the largest yearly Just before he entered the cane
stake in the ground forty or fifty The tournament headquarters
sentiment, every indicator now., Increase in over-a decade and to be hidden from view I added
yards from the blind. Use this will he at Flying Bridge Manna.
points to the exact opposite, '• the llth consecutive year that another load of shot to his
purse
as a range indicator and shoot and will offer a minimum
sales have increased. Total momentum and he dropped
Mr Page said.
at nothing until ti has passed of 620,000.00 cash to the parThe target shooting sports of license sales for 1971 were cold
ticipants.
that stake Sometimes a natural
trap, skeet, rifle and handgun 15,977,588. This is in contrast to
Trucigfng through the deep
landmark will serve the same
Practice rounds will get shooting all had record par- 11,798,890 for 1961. Sales for
mud to the blind became
purpose Soother method is to under way the 20th of January
ticipation in 1972. Increased 1972, not reported until next
somewhat easier as seven geese
use the front bead of your gun. Jim Welch of Ameba, Louisiana
interest in the clay-target sports April or May, are also expected
came heading in toward our
If the bead entirely covers the will be on hand to defend the
of trap and skeet in particular to show a substantial increase.
spread from a thousand yards
bead of a goose, the bird is not PSI title he,won on Toledo Bend
reflect the rapid growth of the
"Nostalgia being what it is
out Hurriedly I jumped into the
yet in range. Even with a duck, Last year, as well as other top
shooting sports. The 1872 Grand today, it is not at all surprising
blind that Linda had quickly
wait at least until the bead professional fishermen on the
American Trapshooting to note that muzzle loader
occupied and pulled he net over
barely covers the head.
tour
Tournament, largest single shooting, the oldest shooting
'our heads once more.
Clearing off the band of a , The remaining PSI tourshooting contest in the world, form of all, is enjoying perhaps
stream is done quite often ”to' naments on the circuit this
The string of geese kept right
recorded an all-time high of the fastest growth. In fact,
get sun for that last row of corn, season, leading up to the
on coming; evidently they'd
over 16,800 entries in 1972. interest has increased to the
so the trees won't sap the Tournament of Champions,
been too far to see us and now
Officials of the sponsoring point where over 35 states now
ground" and sometimeal_s for,, include Lake Ouachita, Hot
ve acre in for some fun. Only
Amateur
Trapshooting offer hunting seasons for blackthe fun of it.
one thing, they were still way
Springs. Ark , March 21:72-23. Association place the sport's
der
enthusiasts,"
Mr.
Page
There LS plenty of evidabee of PSI "Sleeper." May 17-18-19;
out and we had to lure them into
this on any creek one may Ross Barnett Reservoir, growth at about 10 per cent a
gun.range .
was
topped
population
All
of
this
growth
year.
Our
country's
choose to float Cutting a few Jackson. Miss., June 1-22-.73;
About 300 yards out the lead
by
1972's
celebration
of
a
note
increasing
at
only
very
is
trees along the creek may not Lake Sidney Lanier, Gainesville
goose broke formation' and
seem harmful to wildlife but Ga , August 2-3-4, and Lake, slightly over one per cent an- successful National Hunting cupped up for the decoys as the
and Fishing Day. Following
when all these cleared areas are Sam Rayburn, Lufkin, Tex., nually.
others followed.
The National Skeet Shooting unanimous approval of House
added up it spells eviction to September 13-14-15
"Keep your face
and
President
Nixon
Senate,
Association, with as 1972 World
wildlife
whispered to Linda. "I'll yell
when it's time."
".Now", and again Linda
wasted no time coming out to
shoot, but neither did I.
.
As our guns spoke, the geese
flopped in panic, grasping for
the sky. Again Linda dropped a
big gander on her second shot
and I managed to pull out one on
my last shot as they neared
maximum gun range.
"This is really lots of fun"
exclaimed Linda, "I'll have to
come hunting a little more often
with you now,
"Man I've really blown it
now," I thought to myself,"
looks like I'll not be making as

many trips With the boys as I
used to. Now I'll be making
planito hunt waterfowl with the
little lady."
"It all started when I bought
her that new Remington
shotgun." I thought to myself,
-Now I just can't keep it out of
her hands.
She's cleaning it and taking it
apart every time I turn around.
Recently she's gotten to be a
pretty good shot. too.
After about a hundred cases
of clay pigeons and lots of burnt
powder she's now a devoted
shotgunner.
I guess I've always got one
vonsolation in that
siievile
have to go hunting alone again.
I can't think of a better way for
a husband and wife to enjoY
each other's company, than to
be able to enjoy the thrill of the
out of doors together as we du.

..Ilic..Surm lost
Neal Walk and Conni
on fouls midway
fourth quarter. Usin
guard offense of Dic
dale, Clem Haskins a
Scott, the Suns brok
game in the final fo
In the night's o
games, the New Yo
routed the Buffalo
106; the Boston Celtic

By BOB GR
.Associaled_Press
back on my game,
Dave Stockton.
''I'm playing horni
ting fantastic.
-That's the way
couple of years ago
winning tournamen
hit It down the
couldn't make a p
much more fun. I
lot more of the golf
Stockton. a 31-y
raer PGA champion
time noted scram
only one bogey
trips to the trees, e
in general and a
lucky bounces as
control of the top
in the second round
000 Glen CampbellOpen Golf Tourna
-Stockton
strokes on the
greens at the 7,028
Country Club cow'
ond round 69 that
36 hole total of 1.
par.
while goose liunting on the

Staff Photo by Jerry Allen

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
•Fishing Equipment
•Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

MURRAY HOME-11--AUTO
Chestnut-Street

By THE ASSOCIATE
The Phoenix Suns w
vious trouble in the to
od with their starting
out of the game on fo
"But we tiung in th
Phoenix Coach Jerry
They did at that.
Using a unique th
offense, Phoenix rip
cago Bulls 126--II5 i
tional Basketball A
Friday night.
"The Suns beat us
game tonight," said
Norm Van Lien "Our
_geared to the inside
we FiaZ to shoot fro
side and we were a
dead. —
"They controlled
boards in the final qu
their three big men o
know that they were
out."

Phone 753-2571

HUTSON

CHEMICAL
CO. INC.

'PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
It
M AJOR

rtilizer
Varur Prescription Carefully at Accurately

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Open 7 Days A Week
8 A.M.- 1 2

P.M.

In the South, woods arson destroys
nearly 1.0'lf a billion trees a year.
Nearly half of all forest firesl,in the South are
set on purpose. By Woodsbrsonists—kids out
for a thiitor growti Men carrying out a grudge
.•

viftbmatches Last 'year -aim, it amountel to
•
4 4%-e
:
'
S,P.9-2tt!—g_
advertosing oey,
contributed for
The public Row ,
•

a-estruc

over half a mtIlion acres Of' senseless
lion, If you .think this is nothing to-,be proud
of, let's put a stop id woods arson. Now. d
--
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Our New Gun Department

Is Now ()peal
All'Maiof Guns

That was one
than Julius Boros,
placidly home wi
AtINI-were
Graham, Vietna

Shells
Remington -Federal
Hung it Fishing
Licenses
Winchester,
camping *. Fishing *
Equipment
Equipment
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Local Teams Suffer Losses
On Roacl Trips Friday Night

Phoenix Rips Chicago 126-115
In NBA Competition Last Night

Both local • high school
basketball teams took losses on
the road Friday *night, with
Calloway dropping a one-point
decision to Ballard, and the
Tigers being dumped by Hickman County 76-56.
Glyn Humphrey's shot from
halicourt with two seconds left
in the game lifted the Ballard
Memorial Bombers to a heart,
breaking 63-62 victory over the
Lakers..
Calloway led the Bombers 6261 with five seconds remaining
in the game when Ballard's Rex
Powell collected his fifth personal, sending Greg Howard fo
the line in a bonus situation.
- Howard missed his first shot,
the Bombers rebounded, and
sent the ball to Humphrey _for

throw.
the w.
BMlard led 19-10 after one
period, but the Lakers closed
the gap to two at intermission.
James Wells led the Lakers
with 21 points and eight
rebounds. Howard finished with
11, and Jerry Duncan chipped in
10.
The loss leaves Calloway with
a 10-3 mark, with the two other
losses coming from Carlisle
County.
Hickman County jumped out
to a quick 20-8 lead after the
first period, and carried a 42-18
margin into intermission.
Glenn Jackson was the only
Murray player to reach double
figures,finishing with 12 points.
Murray, -WM 24 Toiit

season, will host South Marshall--Tuesday, while Hickman, 8-21,i -treks to Cairo Camelot next
Friday.
SCORING
Calloway i 62i-Wells 21,
10,
Howard 11, Duncan
Thompson 9, Ferguson 6,
Connor 4, Waters 2.
Ballard i 63 i-Powell 26,,
Humphrey 14, Hanunonds 10, L.
Henderson 9, Cavanaugh 4.
Murray High 1561-Willis 8,
Landoll 3, Hudspeth 7, Jackson
12, Lane 9, f7hilciress 5, Resig 5,
Miller 2, Scott 5.
Hickman Oh-Spate 12,
Jordan 2, Grundy 21, Childress
10, Weatherspoon 20, Fitts 2,.
Spraggs 3, Rushing 3. D.
1,.__Amos 2.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS the Atlanta Hawks 126-108; the high 38 points to pace New
Kings York's victory. A 30-point perThe Phoenix Suns were in ob- Kansas City-Omaha
vious trouble in the fourth peri- tripped the Detroit Pistons 103- formance by John Havlicek
od with their starting front line 100; the Golden State Warriors powered Boston over Atlanta.
walloped the Seattle Super- Sam Lacey rifled in 28 points
out of the game on fouls.
"But we hung in there," said Sonics 12.8-96 and the Portland and grabbed 24 rebounds as
Phoenix Coach Jerry Colangelo. Trail Blazers topped the Phila- Kansas City-Omaha downed
Detroit.
delphia 76ers.135-102.
They did at that.
Seven Golden State players
In the AMerican Basketball
Using a unique three-guard
York
New
double figures, inwas
it
reached
on,
Associati
the
Chioffense, Phoenix ripped
by
cago Bulls 126- 115 in the Na- 113, San Diego 108; Carolina cluding a team-leading n
tional Basketball Association 135, Virginia 118; Kentucky 115, Canie Russell, as the Warriors
Utah 106 and Dallas 110, Mem- bounced Seattle.
Friday night.
Portland buried Philadelphia
"The Suns beat us at our own phis 108.
CHALLENGER OF FRAZIER-Heavyweight George
Phoenix and Chicago were with a record, 41-point exgame tonight," said the Bulls'
Foreman, right, shows off his fist to former boxing great Archie
30a
period.
third
hit
the
in
Haskins
plosion
when
103
tied
is
Norm Van Lier. "Our offense
•
.
Moore in Oakland, Calif.. at a luncheon for the press. Foreman
_geared to the inside game but foot shot and Van Aradale
fur Jamaica to prepare for his Jan. 22 heavyweight
...Jeaves
we haff le shoot frohi-tre out- added a ft cr a
tile.
--bout with champion Joe Frazier.
pants,
straight
six
scored
then
side and we were as good as
AP Wirephotoi
liaakins,
by
four on free throws
dead. -"They controlled \the back- to ice the game with 2:1-rreboards in the final quarter with maining.
Van Arsdale wound up with a
their three big men out, so you
h 37 points while Bob
game-hig
all
going
were
they
that
know
Love led Chicago with 33.
out.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"We decided to give the Bulls
tripled teamed most of the
By TED
The .Sun 1051 Lamar Green,
Jjidas Gaines
game and held to six potritig---'
Aisociaied PreirSports'Writer
College
'Neal Walk and Connie Hawkins the Outside Shot and wouldn't,
basthe second lowest of his career.
There seems to be no stopon fouls midway through the let them get close to the
Kentucky State 91, Chicago
Ewbank is expected to count- stead, Davis will share the job ping the UCLA Bruins as the
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"UCLA's press finally got to
fourth quartet. Using a three- ket," said Van Arsdale. "They State 72
did
The bowling season-college er the Adams-Forum attack with a late addition, Matt Reed national collegiate basketball INC" commented Oregon coach
Tipoff
guard offense of Dick Van Ars- could not penetrate and we
Transylvania
Van
with a pair of strong-armed 8f Grambling
football-wise-rolls to an end
Dick Harter "They made adchampions go after their 55th
Tournament
dale, Clem Haskins and Charlie not particularly pick up
We have
Other problems confronted by straight victory tonight against justments in it at halftime and
this weekend with three North toswrs, Florida State's Gary
Semifinals
Scott, the Suns broke open the Lier in the backcourt.
together
climax to Huff and Louisiana State's Bert McClendon are the probable ab- Oregon State
executed it very well. I will algame in the final four minutes. been playing better
Oakland City 77, David Lip- vs. South clashes, the
in
and Jones. Huff will start.
time
major
first
the
dozen
two
for
and
sence of wide receiver Isaac
than
more
lately
ways slow down against a team
The Oregon Ducks tried it
In the night's other NBA
scomb 71
The North, directed by retir- Curtis of 'San Diego State, with a stall Friday . night, but
a great
minor post-season collisions.
that I feel has much better magames, the New York Knicks many games, we had
Transylvania 83, Pikeville 66
The final weekend of action ing Nebraska Coach Bob Deva- felled by the flu, and Texas failed after holding the Bruins
terial. In the final analysis
High School
routed the Buffalo Braves 129- team effort."
Bill Bradley scored a career- Christian Co. 99, Todd Co. Cen- begins today with the 24th Sen- lit', IS a slim favorite in the running back Don Ealey, suf- to a four-point margin, 18-14, at
their defense killed us."
106; the Boston Celtics smashed
ior Bowl in Mobile, Ala., contin- American Bowl, due WI part to fering from a sprain.
Oregon State,ineantime, was
halftime. The Bruins exploded
tral 74
Stevens shattered 0.J. Simp- in the second half for a decisive
ues later today with the 27th the presence of Louisville
beaten by Southern California
St.
urg
Cloverport 86, Hardinsb
Hula Bowl in Honolulu, and speedster Howard Stevens and son's collegiate record for all- 64-38 triumph for No. 54 in a
90-72 as a prelude to their
Romuald 64
with the sixth to a depleted South squad.
purpose running this year with NW
meeting with UCLA.
Daviess Co. 66, Hancock Co. 63 ends Sunday
Coach a 193.7-yards per game averState
Louisiana
in Tampa, Fla.
San Jose State broke a fiveElsewhere fifth-ranked Long,
Osven Co. 50. Mt. Olivet Dem- American Bowl
For individual electrifying po- Charlie McClendon of the South age. Another chief reason the Beach State was knocked out of game losing streak in snapping
ing 47
tential, the Hula Bowl should has lost the services of highly- North is favored is middle the unbeaten ranks by San Jose Long Beach's li-game string.
Russell Co. 81, McKinney 61
the nod with Nebraska's rated Texas-El Paso quarter- guard Rich Glover of Nebras- State 68-61 and for the third The Spartans, now 6-6, were
get
Ahrens
Lou.
56,
Lou. Atherton
Heisman Trophy winner, John- back Gary Keithley, who had ka, winner this season of the straight .game third-ranked sparked by Johnnie Skinner's
53
ny Rodgers, leading the North tx-en expected to alternate with Outland Trophy as the nation's Marquette pulled out a victory
27 points. Long Beach's Ed
Buddy Allin and tour regular Scottsville 63, Adairville 52
By BOB GREEN
In- top lineman.
Davis.
himself
s
Terry
Rodgers
Alabama'
Bies
67,
over
a
-unless
had
60-59
squad
Allin
Ftatleff was held to 12.
Bies.
seconds,
Western
final
Don
the
in
92
Lou. Bishop David
.
is.sociated_Press G•lf, Writer
"It was our finest game,"
Feels differently.
and Graham 69..
DePaul.
41AS ANC/ELE.S.1 AP -to me," he
Play- 413
'wasup
1972
It
The
hi
Ivan Guevara, coach of
the
-`111said
16
NO.
NickLius,
Mexico,'
Jack
New
54
diy
chortled
Park
62,
game,"
Hiseville
my
back on
rather be split out
tourney Wurtland 71, Greenup 60
also
, who took the lead
"I'd
presaYsnot,
the
Spartans
rankings,
and
year
Press
d
the
of
Associate
er
Dave Stockton.
in a Washington Co. 85, Bardstown Um
trying to be a running .
was beaten for the first time, at 51-50 and held it with.a stall
•'I'm playing horrible but put- favorite here, remained
back in the pros." And he threatening position at 139, just Bethlehem 66
67-62 by.Arizona State and Colo- in the last four minutes. "Our
ting fantastic.
high
any
pace.
not
setting
the
--Pzia
!
,
off
addis
strollers
[Mee
Caldwell
rado State upset No. 15 Brig' tallest guy is 6-6 and it's pretty
'
,
:17
Dawson Sprite
"That's the way I Played
second round Co. 53
goals."
hard to play a team that filiS
ha Young 93-86 in overtime
-couple of years ago when I was Nicklaus had a
against guard taller than that
Owens of the University
with Australian Franklin -Simpson
Jim
breezed
tied
76,
was
Houston
10
He
70.
No.
year
Last
nts.
tourname
ng
- --winni
Mac Tompkinsville-67
Larry McNeill'sdrivinglayup
of Washington, has named his
West Texas 130-84 and No. 17
hit It down the middle and Bruce Devlin and.host pro
Construction Is expected to
JOHNSON CITY. Term. ( API
with the
Pennsylvania downed l'.)art- with nine seconds left saved
Whitesburg 73, Fleming-Neon own quarterback
couldn't make a putt This is Hunter.
and
future
near
the
in
begin
The state of Tennessee has
Huskies, Sonny &skitter, to
Marquette against DePaul and
Arnold Palmer managed a 71 39
mouth 65-55
Much more fun. I get to see a
prime approved a multi-puzpose phys- should last about two years,
his
On
isn't
de:
Rodgers
British
If
our
the Warriors their 80th
start.
with
gave
both
but
pleased
146,
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Drycleaning SPECIAL

Colonels Make 18th
Straight Over Stars

dies'or Men'si

Quarry Stops Neuman
After Seven Rounds

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS shot only twice the rest of the
Louie Dampier failed to way.,
"I was aware of the fact that
make his point Friday night but
the rest of the Kentucky Colo- I needed 18 points before the
nels are rolling nothing but nat- game," Dampier said, "but I
didn't think much about it until
urals.
The Coldnels made it 18 vic- I hit my 15th and I could hear
tories in their last 20 starts the fans yelling for me to shoot.
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
with a 115-106 triumph over the It made me conscious of the Associated Press Sports Writer
Utah Stars but the crowd's sen- fact that I was almost there,
NEW YORK AP - Jerry
timents were all for the veteran but I tried to keep my mind off Quarry, who retired from box.
Dampier, who scored 17 points it.
ing last July because he had
sm, was
and fell one short of becoming
popped into my lost his enthusia
of
sort
"It
the third player in American mind on those last two at- thinking today of fighting for
Basketball Association history tempts that I missed, but it two or three more years and
reaching the front ranks of the
to reach the 10,000 plateau.
didn't really bother me. This
The outcome kept Kentucky was a big win for us and I'm heavyweight division again.
within P.? games of Carolina in
still going to get my 10,000th
"I'm satisfied with my peforthe • Eastern Division as the
sooner or later."
under the conditions,"
mance
Virginia
the
trounced
Cougars
Dan Issel led the Colonels said Quarry after he stopped
Squires 135418 but - Utah's Western Division lead over Denver with 24 points, while Artis Gil- college student Randy Newsand Indiana, both idle, was more added 22 and Rick Mount man after seven rounds Friday
20. Zelmo Beaty had 26 for the night in Madison Square Garsliced to three games.
Elsewhere, the Dallas Chap- Stars, who had won 14 of their den.
arrals held off the Memphis previous 15 games.
-'I think it was a sub par perEight Carolina players smell? formance for my ability," said
Tarns 110-108 and the New York
Nets downed the San Diego in double figures as the Cou- the 77-year-old California vetegars routed Virginia, led by ran who was a high ranking
Conquistadors 113-108.
National Basketball Associ- Billy Cunningham with 23 and heavyweight for several years
ation scoreS1 Nen. York 129, Mack Calvin and reserve Den- before he announced his retirBuffalo 106; Boston 126, Atlanta nis Wuycik with 20 apiece. merit July 25.
108; Kansas City-Omaha 103, Julius Erving had 27 for the
"But it was par for my
Detroit 100; Phoenix 126, Chi- Squires.
now. I've been off a
schedule
points
128,.
38
scored
State
Jones
Rich
cago 115; Golden
Seattle 96 and Portland 135, for belles against Memphis, in- long time."
cluding 13 of the Chaps' last 14
Philadelphia 102.
After deciding to return to
Dampier, who has started all points, and New York's John tbe ring, Quarry, who had been
.
but three games since the Colo- 'Roche tallied a career-high 46 handled by his father, got a
DeLs and the ABA came into ex- points and spartird •late rally
new manager, Gil Clancy, and
istence in- 1967, got his 17th that enabled the Nets to beat started training in New York.
point with 6''2 minutes remain- San Diego in a battle of cellar
"I'm going to keep fighting
ing to put them on top 97-93. He dwellers.

It

'

out of New York," he said. "I'll
stay here until my career is
over. And that's a couple or
three years."
His next fight is expected to
be against unbeaten Ron Lyle
of Denver, the fourth-ranked
contender, in the Garden in
February.
Quarry, who weighed 209- -"I
didn't take a deep breath but
my timing was off"-wore
down Nuemann, a 23-year-old
Fairleigh Diilinson student
with solid body punches forsix
rounds and then battered hirri
around the ring with an attack
to the head in the seventh
round.
Neumann, 1971/ of Cliffside
Park, N.J., didn't go down but
he was badly hurt and bleeding
from the nose and a cut around
the left eye when the seventh
round ended.
. Dr. Edwin Campbell then told
referee Tony Perez to stop the
fight, which went into the
record book as a seventh-round
knockout for Quarry.
Quarry now Ilas 44 victariss,
six losses and four draws Neu*Nat ig-224-0.
_.
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1972 Vietnam Toll
LOWArtin 8 Years

FOR RENT _
FOR RENT
HON"' furnished two
.AKE
.„
bedroom hottse in Pint -Muff
seven days ended May 11, FURNISHED AP?. electric heat,
the
WASHINGTON (
- The
J11C
$40.00 per month. Call 436-2323 Shores. Phone 753-2250.
Pentagon lists 299 Americans 1968.
J6C
•
The killed-in-action totals after 5 p.m.
killed in action in the Vietnam
TWO BEDROOM 8' wide furwar last year, fewer than fell started dornward in 1969, the
President
year
Nixon
began the 'Mo BEDROOM unfurnished' nished trailer, within (walking
in a single week back in 1968
college. Water and
gradual
,withdrawal
of 'U'S. brick apartment with carport and distance to
when U.S. troops were in the.
sewerage furnished. Phone 753troops
South
from
Vietnam.
electric
heat, $85.00 per month.
thick of the ground war.
J8C
5375.
The 1972 toll was the lowest The U.S. combat death count in Located 708 Payne. Phone 7531969
was
9,414.
was
It
more
1962
before
5:
00
p.m.
J6NC
in eight years, since before the
TWO BEDROOM house, 104
United .States began bombing than halved in 1970, to 4,221; TWO
BEDROOM house, shower- VIII)9th Street. Key at 102 North
North Vietnam in 1965 and then and dropped sharply again in tub bath,
modern kitchen, carpet 901. Write Harding C. Williams,
sent its own infantry and other 1971 to 1,380.
and tile floors, automatic washer 236 Locust, Mononk,
While
U.S..
the
battle
toll
forces into the fighting on a
came to 299 in 1972, the South hook up, electric heat and cir- 61760.
J19C
major scale.
culating coal or wood stove. Near
A Pentagon report shows 45,- Vietnamese recorded 37,566
2-BEDR
OOM
trailer.
Eleitric
Kirksey. 10 minutes _from town.
928 Americans killed in South- combat deaths, and • allied F'amily,
only.
References heat. See Brandon Dill at Dill's
east Asia action between Jan. forces, principally South Korequired.
Available
now Phone [railer Court at Murray Drive In
reans, suffered 442.
1. 1961, and Dec. 30, 1972.
Theatre Entrance.
TFC
489-9effi
_
The
Pentagon
summary
•
The U.S. casualties started
showed
that • 131,675 North
out on a very small scale in
THREE ROOM furnished house TWO BEDROOM furnished
1961 and 1962 and, as might be Vietnamese and Viet Cong solwith bath, garage, antenna, trailer, air conditioned. One mile
diers
were
slain
in
South
Vietexpected, vaulted as U.S. inelectric
heat and air con- from Murray. Garbage pick up
volvement in South Vietnam nam in 1972. However, statisditioning. Phone 753-6632
J6C and water furnished. $85.00 per
tics
on
enemy
casualties
are
progressed from advising Saimonth. Phone Cadiz,522- •
gathered
principally
from
South
gon's forces to assuming the
6332.
316C
LARGE
TWO
bedroom
unmain burden of• the ground Vietnamese sources and are refurnished duplex apartment with LARGE FOUR room furnished
garded
with
some
reservation
fighting.
carport, $110.00 per month. aPartMent gas, heat and privRte
by many U.S. (officer&
J6C entrance. No pets. Phone 753U.S. killed-in-action totaled 42
According to the Pentagon Phone 753-1837.
in 1961 and 1962 together, rising sununary, South Vietnamese
1203.
J6C
to 78 in 1963, 147 In 1964, to 1,- regular forces lost 180,676 men THREE BEDROOM brick,369 in 1965, 5,008 in 1966, to 9,- over the past 12 years. Allied kitchen-den combination, living FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
378 in 1967 and a peak of 14,5492 countries other than the United room. Close to University. Phone two bedrooms_ Phone 753jsc 9957.
flt 1968, the year of the great Tet States which sent troops to help 753-7558.
J16C
offensive.
South Vietnam lost 5,221 men.
In many weeks during 1968
North Vietnam and the Viet TO COUPLE or with one child. TWO-BEDROOM furnished
U.S battle deaths totaled in the Cong were said to have suf- private, two bedroom duplex apartment. Inquire at 408 S. 8tb
. 300, 400 and even 500-plus fered 921,350 combat deaths in apartment All paneled, hard- St., Couples only.
J8C
range. The worst week saw 562 South Vietnam over the past 12 wood floors, good neighborhood.
$70.00 per month. Call 489American battle deaths during years.
DUP1.EX APARTMENT, twe
2595
JiC bedrooms.,
central heat and air,
ceramic tile bath: washer and
RENT "SPECIALS." For rent, dryer hook up, built in stove.
furnished or unfurnished, a two $125.00 per month plus utilities.
*
bedroom house and two one Phone 753-7850.
TEC
bedroom apartments. Monthly or
lease rates negotiable.
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
CO. Bondurant Realty, (over living room, kitchen, bathroom
Ky.-The urban planning of which it was
Kentucky Heritage Commission capable when given the op- Swarm Grocer),Gall 753-9054 or with shower and bath. One or two
has announced that the St. portunity.
J9C bedrooms Zimmerman Apart-753-3460.
James--Belgravta district in
Through the years, howc vet,
merits, South 16th Street, 753Louisville has been placed on the area slowly began to NICE THREE bedroom house. 6609.
J14C
the National Register of detertorate.
The
once V:
, miles north of Murray.
Historic Places.
fashionable house became Contact Robert Wiggins at HOUSE,, NEAR college, with'
The area was developed family dwellings and rooming Wiggins' Furniture from ILO° rooms and kitchen for several
during the last part of the 19th houses with large black iron fire a.m. till 5:30 p.m., or phone 753- girls. Second semester, $140.00
each. Phone 753-9713,
J 12C
century and the early years of escapes. They were destined to 4566.
J 12C
the 20th on the site of the• become a typical slum.
Southern Exposition held in 'In 1961 the Old Louisville
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED TO RENT
Loirtsville from 1883-1887. Association was formed by WANT TO RENT small house
- William H. Slaughter laun- citizens who believed pruning with bath, kitchen,-living room WANT TO RENT smaligarage or
ched the original development
and renovation was a better and bedroom. Contact Jo Un- service station. Phone 753-6386_
•
of the area in the late 1800s and answer
than
wholesale derwood,National Hotel
JIIP after 5 00 p.m.
J1OP
dreamed that a residential destruction and replacement.
section would evolve "in the
After several homes had been
English 4nanner," His sen- renovated
through
the
sitivity thwarcLs the Itictorian association's work and put on
Age of which he was a part is the market, more people were
displayed in the names he chose encouraged to purchase other
for the site-St. James Court, homes in the area and renovate
calling up images of the them individually.
Frances Drake
grandeur of the British
Today, St. James-Belgravia
monarchy
and
empire. is an example of what can be
FOR MONDAY,JANUARY 8, 1973
Belgravia Court, named for a done with buildings and streets
Look in the section in which sluggish, don't think they ALL
fashionable London residential of the past.
your birthday comes and find are Your outlook most imdistrict.
what your outlook is, according portant.
Old Food, Old
The area was hailed at that
to the stars.
time for its contribution to the
NEW YORK API - The
CAPRICORN
architectural beauty to the city food was prepared in century- ARIES
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
of Louisville. The district soon old fashion, but even better
Mar. 21 to Apr 20 Ir/r4
A day in which to avoid
Your
zeal
attracted personalities in the were the antiquated prices
and ambition
making
hasty decisions or
arts such as Elizabeth Maddox charged by the Old Homestead should bring fine gains and a
drawing unwarranted conRoberts, author of "The Time of restaurant to celebrate its 105th large share of happiness, but do clusions
in the absence of
not overtax yourself. Meet new
Man," Madison
Cawein, anniversary
complete knowledge of facts
situations
with
equanimity.
Kentucky's
A "regular dinner" of sausfirst
"poet
Otherwise, some nice adlaureate.," poet and dramatist ages, liver, soup, half a pie and TAURUS
vantages indicated.
Apr 21 to May 21)
Cale Young Rice and his wife, coffee cost 19 cents. Roast beef
Others
are
observing,
some
Alice Begin Rice, author of or mutton was 6 cents.
AQUARIUS
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
The restaurant, which claims following your_ surriple. Your (Jan. 21 to Feb. 191 =A'
best
foot
forward! Cover all
Patch."
to be the oldest steak house in
An average day if you so
vital
issues,
but
no regard it but, if you will strive
New York, estimated that it
a
exaggerating or cutting corners little
St James and Belgravia
harder, rewards will be
served 1,700 customers and lost
too close.
Courts became a kind of
gratifying.
$7,000 to $10,000 Tuesday night.
monument of the Victorian age
Herman Firks, the head wai- GEMINI
erected to itself, monument to
May 22 to June 211 1114
P- PISCES
ter, said he saw at least two
its architecture and craft- parties
(Feb. 20 to Mar 20)
Separate
fact
fiction
from
slip
out
the
door without
smanship, and to the kind of
An "on-and-off" day, but you
precisely;
waste
no
-time
shelling out their 19 cents.'
beginning chores and, where should come through handAnswer to Yesterday's Puzzle
useless
"extras"
would somely if you stress your
distract,
them
delete
from
your quietly clever manner of
ODOM
MOOG
QUO
5 Classify
ACROSS
DORM MU= 000 schedule. Keep day shipshape. handling situations and your
6 13,tter
1, Price
vetch
0=000 OB OMB CANCER
tact in dealing with others.
7 Paid notice
5 Chair
=MO OWOUG June 22 to July 23) e(C)
8 Angry
9 Preposition
33MO0003 OM
outburst
11 Despicable
Stellar
influences
now
YOU BORN TODAY are
001OB WOO BOO
9 Twisted
13 Teutonic deity
MO BBIBMGO0 MO +suggest that you get a tight hold endowed with a high order of
10
Filghts
Mistake
14
ORO BOO 001120 on reins and direct carefully intelligence, unusual versatility
36 A state (abbr ) Ii Noise
12 Obscures
17 Bird's beak
BB BROMISM, Show a willingness to be taught and almost boundless ambition_
15 Qua,
*
19 Food fish
MOOMP MOM
a new trick or method.
18 Fragile
You encel where quick thinking
20 ObStruct
VO modem LEO
21 Sailors (colloq.) 20 College
and wit are needed, acquire
MOO 20301 =Mgt
honors
23 Possess
22 Take
knowledge readily, and cannily
24 Spreads for
MOO MOOR Dena (July 24 to Aug. 23) irf4
unlawfully
drying.
Handle routine with alacrity. apply it to the situations you
•
24
Figure
of
25 Liquid
Don't be distracted by mtet. You are rarely idle spew t,
measure
35 Cleaning
45 French
26 Fairy
nonessentials. Maneuver either physically or mentally;
27 Funeral
substance
of the
28 Cyprinnid
37 Nahoor
song
practically in decisive manner. are usually dreaming up new
46 Music
fish
29 Pref in
sheep
as written
31 Instrurtion
distant
39 Undergarment
ideas even when you are
VIRGO
49 Symbol for
32 Dim
41 Baptismal
30 click
resting. On the minus side, you
33 Leases
beetle
(
teflur
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23i
basm
nett
34 South American 42 Close
are subject to streaks of envy
31 Wand
Si
'
Step
up
endeavors
to
meet
animals
33 Repulse
securely
language
gg Trade for
competition that is working and jealousy, which it would be
well for you to submerge. You
money
overtime.
The extra try will be
36 Peer Gynt's
have so much in the' way of
worth it.
talent and character yourself
36 Lampreys
LIBRA
40 Nalme
that it
heiwiciees you to be
I Sept. 24 to Oct 231
metal
41 Europeans
Good influences! Activities resentful of others -- especially
'41 Sodium
should be handled evenly so as when it can only bring you
chloride
not to lap over too much in any unhappiness. Fields in Which
44 Part of."10 be"
43 Gives
direction. Start with a tempo you could especially succeed:
47 Note of
••••••
you can keep -- and maintain it. Art, journalism, science,
scale
statesmanship and banking.
VA,Cf4.
4i1111
11
;
:;P.;:;:::Pa1111
11**:•:•:•:
48 WOO
•• SCORPIO
Birthdate of.. Peter Arno,
50 Petty
ruler.
cartoonist, painter.
g111111111111O1111111111
(Oct. 24 to Nov 221
11iiLii
:
.
52 Bird's home
Weigh fitness and the validity
1
53 Country Of
of proposed action carefully
Asia
,
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,OUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
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OR IV) For a personal lid Paste
DOWN
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8'x40' TRAILER. ft:
selling, moving. Will
real reasonable price. !
4492.
"Sweetest Song I K
a "Lights of Ho
by the Bu-Mac B
Now Available at
Check's Music
SI 00 each
.
•
‘
4 ALUMIN
1-1Uinufactureirand • t
Atkins Gutter In'
Murray, phone 7 .
8992.

SEARS 36" white .
$100.00 or best offer.
7855 after 4.30ont.
REMOVE CARPET
spots; fluff beaten dow
Blue Lustre. Rent
$1.00. Big K, Belair•
Center.
1971 MODEL Yam
Enduro, like new •
Phone 753-3932.

111
PARISIENNES Young
back 'oht, twee the face,

women Of

F-reiltit,

model hair styling - wig circled all over,

left, and high chignon at the

RCA TELEVISION,
white,$35.00. Phone '

St. James-Belgravia District
Is Placed On National Register

GARAGE-- SALE,
Friday,Saturday. 9 a.
1613 West Main
Sink Cabinet with •.
Sink. Flat. Top W.
Medium Size with 6
Wooden Screen s $ Outside Door. 2 W.
Doors.,10telephone'.
sulators.
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Crossword Puzzle
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RING

AUNT FRITZ!,
MY TEACHER •
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automatic electric
camera. F2.11_, fast
carrying airs and
tachment
iPhone 753-5924 or 753"• ."111
tra
15"ttires. Phone
_
AKC REGISTERE.
Poodle PoPPY, 11
nice pet. Phone
p.m.
•

brown and white
years old, in good
Phone 753-8183.
EIGHT WEANING
Phone Euin Bizzell,
1971-61'x12' MOBI
bedrooms, central
conditioning, 10'xl
tached, and 10'x10'
Benton 527-9943.
NEW AND used
and 6', lift type •
tt. Vinson Tractor Co.,
BREAKFAST 'I 1
cludes table and
81.5A10. Phone 7
COLOR TELEVI
Zenith table rn ,
months old. Phone 7
NEW AND used
Tractor flats re.
service. Vinson
Phone 753-4892
HERD OF black A
cows, including o
436-5353.
ADAMS HARD s
points. Also regula
to fit most plows
points, cultivator
sweeps. Vinson Tr.
4892.
MUSIC

Music le
pro.ssional t

organ, v
accordion, drum

instruments. J
Center, Murray
1575
PIANO TUNI
rebuilding. Prom ,
vice. 75 years expe
pianos for sale.
Murray, Kentuck
8911.

anosSee why more
Wurlitzer than
piano. Sales-S
purchase. Pratt
studios. J&B
Murray -KY. 73
PIANO TUNING
Jerry Cain, 7 ;
, craftsman Pian
Guild.
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Call
753-1916
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•
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sell It With A .gtassified Ad

FOR SALE
8'x40' TRAILER. Reason for
selling, moving. Will sell at a
real reasonable price. Phone 435J11C
4492.

3-

t Song I Know
& "Lights of Home''
by the Su Mac Boys

SATURDAY -JANUARY, 1973

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

112f211=13

SERVICES OFFERED

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

•

Now Available at
Chuck's Music Center
51 00 each

jlts3-

SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
imanaaciiiia-abd Iftetattott try
Atkins Gutter Installation,
Murray, phone 7534407 or 753January25C
8992.
SEARS 36" white gas range,
$100.00 or best offer. Phone 753TFC
7855 after 4:30p.m.
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te

iC

Si

" REMOVE CARPET Oft and
spots; fluff beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre. Rent shanipoer
$1.00. Big K, 13elaire Shopping
J6C
Center.
-

nd

,e
.ts

T,
wo

534C

Ulf
ral

:2C

or
386
OP

sit

Ifts
111r3
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PLUMBER SAID 10 C0KT1NUE U1/46
e
1971 MODEL Yamaha Mini- THE DRAINALL, A/41) TO CALL HIM IN THE
Enduro, like new. Price $125.00.
MORNING, POCTOR."
J9C
Phone 753-3932.
NOTICE
NOTICE
RCA TELEVISION, black and
J9P
white,$35.00. Phone 753-3976.

."THE

GARAGE SALE, Thursday,
Friday,Saturday. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
1613 West Main Street. Large
Sink Cabinet with Double Basin
Sink, Flat, Top Wooden Desk
Medium Size with 6 Drawers. 2
Wooden Screen Doors. I Wooden
Outside Door. 2 Wooden Inside
Doors., Re telephone in- J6P
sulators.
CAMERA KODAK 35mm No. 75
automatic electric eye control
camera. F2.8 fast lens, with
carrying case and flash atlachment Excellent condition.
J9C
Phone 753-6924 or 753-1681.
.:TWO HOUSE' trailer axles with
J6C
15"stiees. Mew 753-8566.

1

V-"6"-71-c- E

To improve your television
reception, your Cablevision
Service wil; be Interrupted
between the hours: 9:00 a.m.
to 11:00 a.m. for the next few
days. We appreciate your patience.

Murray Cablevision
•

This is a four bedroom borne with three baths,family room
with fireplace, two car garage, located on 14 acres two milee
rum Murray. Give Wayne, Loretta, Bill, Don or Larry a call.
*************************
FULL SER% ICE OFFER
************************* •
I. We list and sell your property
Vie locate other proplerty for yon.
3. We assist you with your financial obligations
4. We issue mortgage protection to cover your loan
S. We insure your property.
6. Finally, we auction your excess personal properly
YOU CAN FIND THIS ONE-STOP SERVICE FOR
PROPERTY IN MURRAY ONI.Y AT

Insurance
Wilsonand
ate
Real EstListing

1••••

•Carl R. Howard
Roofing Company

A

(Sweetes

IC

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

NEW 1

AWA

75C:119 1 6

•Latest equipment available.
•15 & 20-Year Built-Up Roofs.
•Free Estimates - Terms Arranged.-----•Installation and Repair.
• Most Reasonable Prices in the 4-State Area.
- •Locally owned to guarantee you prompt service
P11.

IF NO ANSWER CALL

753-0176

Member of Multiole
Phone 753-326
4th Street
So.
202
el
Personn
Sales
lobs 753-6079
Loretta
86
Wayne Wilson 753-50
753-6883
Wright
Larry
Bill Adams 753-5657
Don Nanny 753-9912

Bobby Marshall

:753-4823

1215 Diuguid Drive -

************************ •
HOMES FOR YOU - City and County
ONE ACRE LOT - can be two or three bedrooms, dinine
room, large kitchen - in county Under $12,003

Carl Howard

489-2166

(44 Mile North of Murray)

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
...;Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 7534891 days or
IAIMPISFIAKIP/Ildr4,4111111PAYAKIPAPW411
4
TFC
753-7625 nights.
DISTRIBUTORS 1918080 EXCLUSivi 017100111TUNiTy
...,•:.ior •CCIIII011.1. •••• "MI esseeee
-texire
l• MIAOW••114...... 16..M111
gip (.......,,• N.est..V.
FOR"ALL" youradditions., Ilk
kilo
. SOare, Owt, o.{....1 T ••••11.
remodeling, residential or
WWItsaukfalla,./MW
fq••• •••••0•••••11 ilySI•••• 11.11••••••• PPM. 44 warm* Atilliali
tomme....,all. New or old. lizetie
youtly aft IOW
Li, .
n.111.0., S parole ••••iitiaina woOu<ls tor y ...tor
lAtrAAIS k
TFC
e.11.0n S Pi ie d9oaw reatiacia twat Assiock conTywAy WWII."
753-6123
estimates.
,r.:ca,
;7=&,rite Mei". Ot4c701'...tTzraitif6"..asrloavz,<:
end WWW,LIILS TOOLS
IN WOOD
LI
Imo
SPECIAZES
ik) mini& MOW 1110101 118111 dualloratifyi
AND
COMM 11111•11111811 ACCOVIlfrk Gaillairtitti XXIIIITOST MUCK'
et
re
sauce
5740
.
$4,25
evispim
_ lam uspi
COMPOSMON ROOFING
,•ne601 areettly, wit.400e SAO 1
atemate ate ter, ...o.n.o. 0,6As60.
meet
Al.,. 30 a•ys, it you
CAMS ,W.00nsW...t
OS ANYWO
111
PER CONSTRUCTION CO
Own
wont ty
10111111MWAIwts. haw 1.• c•sr.....y$Iment anal yoK yryny
10.41 ......0•• to
1/0••• 01111111.1110.1.. I ridn ...,,i• and 0( WO.0,
and remodeling.
Building
11WHISIATIONAI SallUTNIS STOWS MK
Phone 3544567
JOHNSON
81110110111 WI 111.19 89
INESS OPPORTUNITY

TRANSFERRABLE WAN - two bedrooms down, two up,
family room, large kitchen - kitchen includes washer, dryer,
range, refrigerator, large lot
FIVE BEDROOMS, three baths, two fireplaces, Pi acre lot.

.0....

tit sINES,S OPPORTUNITY

- -

vs

CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR, four bedrooms, two Willie 4111
BAILEY'S SHINE Shop, 100ks
one level, three bedrooms, one bath on the other - near
North 5th Street will reopen for
ners,
university - will trade.
business on January 9. All
AKC REGISTERED toy Oliver INSURANCE - Homeow
poodle puppy, 11 weeks old. Make Farrnowners and Mobile Homes. customers welcome back. Only
J9C
FOUR BEDROOMS,two baths, carpeted. basement, 14 mile
nice pet. Phone 753-4469 after 6:00 Low rates, broad coverage, shine parlor in Murray
IIC Excellent claim service Check
pm
out.
NB 11111-(001111 0111111011181 II
WAX
with us before you buy Galloway
it 10019 11115500111 asha
of
cup
nickle
only
Agency
IPIT IOWAIr41r/41///00r
AIFAI/Ar/111/40FAIIIPOOMPFA.
FOUR BEDROOMS, large kitchen, large lot - county.
SEVEN PIECE dinette set, Insurance & Realty
PIANO LESSONS for beginners
coffee in town
February 7C
brown and white chrome. 8'h Mope 753-5842
in my home, children and adults
n
operatio
The 8 to 10 Club
DONUT
TE
COMPLE
YOU
FARMS FOR
WANTED
years old, in good repair, $35.00.
HELP
Phone Cecile Dunn,753-8712 J6C
and
ed
Queea
name
Barger
Register
for
sale.
for
REDUCED, REDUCED -20 acres, pond
J8C VA LOANS, no down payment
Phone 753-8183.
inc Located in Lekington, ready
qualified veteran. 12 years to
AVON CAN brighten your life- to be moved to „Murray.
almost to
160 ACRES-year round water, three bedroom home
EIGHT WEANING pigs for sale. pay Drive on out
ith extra cash you can earn as Machinery geared for high
%
Belthne.
on
Phone Euin Bizzell, 753-4418 J8C Clarks River Bridge
an
Avon Representative. It's a volumn. Sufficient training and
BID
TO
ION
INVITAT
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
YOU KAYE PROPERTY - WE HAVE BUYERS FOR
way to end money guidance provided by present
great
3900 South
1. Three bedrooms,family roan,central heat and air
197141'x12' MOBILE home, two Mobile Homes,
oorries-- selling our famous owner as part of sale. Contact
of
Board
County
Calloway
The
Ky.,
,
, Paducah
2. Three bedrooms, with basement.
spare time. H.W. Ellington, SO6i 277bedrooms, central heat and air Beltline Highway
products in your
J6C Education is asking for bids on a
3. Four bedrooms with basement.
F5C
conditioning, 10rx15' room at- 443-6150
Call: 443-3366 Collect.
J9('
er. Specifications may
8208.
dishwash
floor
first
on
bedroom
at
one
least
with
4. Four bedrooms
tached, and 10'300' patio. Phone
Office,
Board's
the
at
obtained
be
give
Phone
please
,
hounds
property
d
BEAGLE
the
above
describe
of
any
FOUR
have
you
if
JI6C
Local
527-W43.
needed.
Benton
SEMI-DRIVERS
J6P 200 South 6th Street, Murray. Ky.
753-5869
AUTOS FOR SALE
companys need Certified SemiAll bids are to be in by 4 PM,
NEW AND used cutters,-44, 5',
week
per
$3004400
Earn
Drivers.
and 8', lift type or pull type. REFRIGERATOR, USED, February 5, 1973. The Calloway
Ni experience necessary, will 1964 CHEVROLET four door
• le Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4/192.lit Frigidaire, 11 cubic foot. Good County Board of Education
oedrooy, train. For application call 317- station wagon, 283. Automatic,
four
nt
;
apartme
OWNER
X
DUPLE
BY
BRICK
reserves the right to reject any or
condition, $50.00. Phone 753den, large 636-2675, or write Coastway radio, heater, air, power brakes
FREE
lit building, one block from ,home, with large
J6C all bids'
BREAKFAST ROOM set, in- 3720.
y. Electric heat, wall to private patio, large utility room, American Systems. P.O. Box and steering. Good tires. Good
Universit
ATE
ESTIM
cludes table and four chairs,
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots maple cabinets, dishwasher, 11125, Indianapolis, Indiana. mechanical condition. Price
ITC
$15.00. Phone 753-3655.
January25C $275.00. Or will trade for fishing
of closet space and built-in garbage disposal. Close to Carter 46201.
If You
motor, trailer or riding lawn
. 75'1140'. Each apart- and Middle Schools. Priced to
dreamers
CALL-COLOR TELEVISION, 25",
has living room, bedroom, -sell. Bank loan available to right TEXAS OIL company needs goon mower. Phone 753-1874 after 6 00
ment
753-0961
Zenith table model. Seven
JI1C
kitchen and bath with shower. 'person. Phone 753-1822 days, or man over 40 for short trips p.m.About Our
Please Phone
months old. Phone 753-6455. J9C
TFC
Contact
in
Murray.
surrounding
Well insulated with rockwool
753-6342 nights.
Your
customers. We train Air mail 1970 CHEVELLE SS, black with FOR ALL your glass needs call
the ceiling', storm doors anc'.
Aluminum Sheets
NEW AND used tractor tires.
POTENTIAL
ED
UNLIMIT
ent
investm
Dickerson, Pres., South- white stripes. Extra clean and Carl-Howard Glass Company.
Good
.
windows
as pumps,
w,th
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
$25,500.00. Grocery
western Petroleum Corp., Ft. runs good $1950.00 or best offer. Specializing in commercial and
only
for
property
4 mileS
about
94
Hwy
on
located
each
service. Vinson Tractor Co.
J9P auto. Phone 753-0176.
J6C Phone 435-4585
Worth,Tex,
J12C
Including two electric table top west Of Murray Store is corn
lit
Phone 753-4892.
pletely set up and stocked and
electric
2
heaters,
hot
water
is
building
Store
g
--Operatin
----electric 40*60'. with plenty of room to WANTED BABY-SITTER in my 1964 IMPAI,A SS, air, good
2
and
stoves
If No Results:
The Ledger & Times
HERD OF black Angus springer
home. Must have references. condition One owner, make good
OVERSEY APPLIANCE
furnished expand the orocery or branch
Also
ators.
refriger
REPAIR Will work on
Phone
cows, including one bull. Phone
Out into another business_ Plus a Phone 753-7568 after 6:00 p.m. J6C
Street
with
4th
tables
N.
kitchen
brick
2
103
with 4 beds,
car $350.00. Phone 436second
anything small or large
real nice live bedroom
J12C
4364353.
o_
room,
living
large
Have come used washers
J6C
8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00 home with
5572.
pow
Murray, Ky.
and dryers-to cell Call 453full Size dining rpm and
dx
FULL TIME and part time
per year. Shown by appointment size
of land
acre
One
if no answer call 753
0043,
kitchen
plow
surfaced
HARD
1916
ADAMS
_ Phone 753
Before 5:00 p.m.,
74.4$
Will make, house
only. Phone John Pasc,,, Jr , 753- An opportunity like this can waitresses. Also experienced 1959 RAMBLER,look rough,runs
and cook, also boy for nights. No
points. Also regular plow points,
income
an
with
calls,
pick up and deriver
yOu
TFNC Provide
7778.
O.K.$50.00 firm. Phone 753Then
le living space for
to fit most plows. Chisel plow
comfortab
only.
person
in
r„,„v "0down phone calls, apply
J6C
4813,
anis. 522,000 00 A lowmonthly
points, cultivator shovels and THREE YEAR old stud
Saucy Barbecue and Pancake
payment and minimum
After 5:30 p.m. and
*
4
1
753Phone
more
753white
Co.,
black and
that wOu Id be no
sweeps. Vinson Tractor
J6C
TERMITE and Pest
House, 1409 Main.
BEAUTIFUL LOT for immediate payments
1969 CADILLAC Sedan Deville, KELLY'S
J8P
1TC MOIL
that) rent will put you ink)
4892.
Until 6:30 p.m.
753-3914, 100 Siwith .
phone
:Control,
building. Sharp St. near city park business NoW
top,
vinyl
all
power,
clean. Air,
WANTED: JANITOR, full time. leather upholstery. Phone 436- 1:Ith Street. "Every day you
JOHN C NEUBAUER
city school
center,
g
shoppin
REAL ESTATE
FRIGIDAIRE Refrigerator,
their
Must have experience in floor
MUSIC
hospital, university Phone 606J1OP Hay lets bugs have
708 So 4th Street
2138.
$25.00. Phone 753-3570 or 753TEC
TEC
care. Good pay for the right
ay."
Murray, Kentucky
o
549-2494.
J8NC
753-0101
6602.
(Res 1 753 7531
person. Apply in person at Big
excellent
FOR SALE
Music Lessons
JI1C 1967 VW beige bug;
K.
ZER WORK, trucking,
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
condition, high mileage best BULLDO
Professional teachers of
PLEASURE horse, 12
H
ENGLIS
guitar,
gravel, fill dirt and
bank
voice,
Phone
also
organ,
Murra
J9C
Piano,
after 5:00p.m.
years old. Priced reasonable. PRO-MODEL Bass fishing boat, two miles„east
INVESTMENT PROPERTY. CARPENTERS HELPER offer. 753-8892,
accordion, drums and band
Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
topsoil.
753-8819.
motor,
JlIC
Music
trolling
B
or
753-7109.
motor, trailer,
Phone 753-5525
instruments. J &
JIC
Two bed! Kali furnished house wanted. Phone 753-7955.
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. TFC
753
Center, Murray, Ky
two gas tanks, two batteries.
1969 OLDSMOBIIE,96. Two-door
with living reIn. kitchen, utility
7575.
WANT TO BUY
100 BALES Timothy hay, ideal Complete rig at 1010 Doran Road
room and bath, paneled walls, NURSE AIDES Applications are hardtop. All power with factory FREE:'ESTIMATE on septic tank
JI1C
for ponies or horses. 1,000 bales or phone 753-2386. Larry McCarty,
electric beat, storni windows and now being accepted for nurse air. Phone 753-7827.
installation. Rhone 753-7850. TEC
J9P
TUNING -Repair- first class Jap hay. Phone 753- ckt-ner.
PIANO
Phone
corn
doors, newly painted. aides. Apply in person to Westear
BUY
TO
storm
WANT
' JOP
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- 8697.
Large lot 93'2'x140'. Now renting view Nursing Home, 1401 South TNT 1966 Ford vans. $400.00 WILL DO housework and-or'
Leroy Todd,753-9198 or 753vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt-ter 16th Street. --.19C
J15C each. Phone 753-4857 days, 75:)- baby-sitting in your home. Phone
/1943.
,tfor 6100.00 per month. Priced
10' x 52' Regents.
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, LADY'S CLOTHES, sizes 9 and CLEAN 1967
JI1C
sale at $12,750.00. Including
quick
J9P
air,
$2300.00.
heat,
gas
Central
7244a1ter 6.00p.m.
767-6254.
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- 11. Also boy's coats. sae 6-10.
drawers, kit- WANTED: BABY-SITTER,
of
sewing
chest
2
beds,
treadle
J6C
4
BUY
753-6852.
Phone
TO
WANT
F2C
J8P
8911.
Phone 753-3693.
J8C chen table, with chairs, electric evenings for 4 year old girl. Must
machine. Phone 753-4697.
GENERAL HOME repairing and
electric refrigerator. have references. Phone 753CARD OF THANKS
stove,
double
OM
painting. Reasonable.
BEDRO
THREE
inkide
J9C
USED HIDE-A-BED couch,
Shown by appointment only. 6093.
Bill's Mobile
late. Phone 436$6595.00.
only
wide,
estin
Free
_
Jac
s_
Organ
anes- .__
$20.00. Phone 751.6068.
JaC
Wayne Ckr--3473,
bunk *Ist PhoneJohn Pasco.Jr. 753of
David
BUY
family
.The
,
TO
ltline
Highway
WANT
Seuth-Be
Homes,
bey
TFNC
See why more people other
springs and 7276.
PEST CONTROL
wishes to express their sincere
Also Paducah,Ky.Phone 443-6150. J6C complete with
deliver.
Wurlitter than any ental
WILL
OD:
EiREWO
J9C
thanks to their many friends and
Sales Service.R
mattresses. Phone 489-2118.
piano
a
and
refrigerator and automatic
purchase. Practice piano
LOST & FOUND
for their thdughtfulness
relatives
lin
of
pistols
Y
sprayed
T
VARIET
LARGES
HOMEcenter,
gravel
GE
"AVERA
J8P
studios. JAB Music
washer. Phone 436-2263.
.163 ACRF1 near KIrksey,
file
office
loved
our
of
death
No
tragic
the
in
in
e.
.
increase
No
In
guarante
753-7575.
Kentucky
desk.
murray,-Ky.
$15.00. Six vionth
WANT TQ BUY
LOST: ONE.brown leather purse
es,74 moollity , contract required. one, May God bless you.
Boy Stores,
Country
prices_ urpher
table .saw. 005I140.4nPir,renta rtilbabowiec7pabastarrn'
keys:60.....
..
.
,
Jtale6.40
cabinet
ism
"
Wm
rug
braided
Heavy
OVALSHAPED
I Atith ciriversiatenie and cat
T."ItterrninatIngt Mr. and Mrs. David I
i
171 ltor,any Land. dark fire tobacco, corn Ntiterrolt:.
phone 753-5662 or return '
found
641-1..1/117.7
If
'
PIANO TUNING- and Agar.. 11', three small rugs to match:Il Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky PP:lie-14
On
.19P
until spray gun. Phone
base onIN: $26,000, call owner. Company. Phone 753ITC to public library.
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered good condition. $25.00. Phone 753- 117 and 164. open sundie,
' 297-7132 or 247-1285. TFC 7266:
‘:):1 "nu '.110P
Januaryl1C and Family.
p.rn
5:00
j6c
Mayflek1
ian
J6C
Technic
Piano
craftsman
2347.
4:00p.m.
TFC
Guild.
FOR SALE

#

Papering
Painting

Canvas
Ceiling Tile

Shop at Home

Bill Houghton

Miss Your Paper

251

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

753-7278

r

i

-

Sao-

Kentucky Roundup
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Ambulance

Coattnued trom.r„age
"Buck" Moore, a for- are "trying to cover our end of
mer Pike County magistrate, the county," the eastern half
was returned to Easlern State Both m.o:. fie/lied they were riot
Hospital in October for eval- interested in continuing to prouAtion to determine whether he vide service indefinitely, but
is competent to stand trial.
would try to keep making runs
, He was indicted in the knife until the hospital at Middlesslaying of his wife in 1063, com- boro received its federal aid or
mitted to Eastern and later re- until some other arrangement
leased to a nursing home. - - was arrived at.
He was returned to Eastern
In Bowling Green, the area's
at the request of Com- largest ambulance operator has
monwealth's Aty. John Paul indicated he will get out of the
Runyon, who discovered in business. J. C. Kirby, owner of
searching through county files the J C Kirby Funderal Chapthat the murder charge against el, vihich operates three ambuMoore had never been resolved. lances, said he and other area
funeral directors had not
Grants
reached a definite decision, but
ATLANTA ( AP - The Envi- had •'agreed amiably" among
ronmental Protection Agency thernselves that they probably'
has released $3.9 million in new would not be able to run ambuCLEAN UP EARTHQUAKE DEBRIS-A bulldozer pushes debris as the clean up after the earand supplemental grants for lances after Jan. 1, 1974.
thquake begins in Managua, Nicaragua. Most of the city had been destroyed in the earthquake.
construction of wastewater fa( AP Wirephoto
cilties in Kentucky.
Kirby cited the expenses of
A supplemental grant of $2,- hiring the trained personnel
306,700 will go to the Louisville- that will eventually be required
Jefferaon County Metropolitan and of operating as an "emerSewer District, for construction gency service, like the police
of an administration building, and fire departments, call 24
interceptor sewers, pumping hours a day', seven_ days a
station, water main and addi- week,- as being prohibitive for
tions to an existing treatment a funeral home, though he inFuneral services for Bert E.
plant.
dicated he approved of the re- Dodd of Murray Route Four,
LOS ANGELES ( AP)-Sexy gret and Cher of Sonny and
A grant of $1,108,500 will go quirenients, saying -they'll Locust Grove Baptist Church
to the city of Paducah for addi- probably save a lot of lives."
community, will be held today actress Raquel Welch was put Cher.
He named Julie Andrews the
tions and modifications to an
at two p.nii'at the chapel of the at the top of the "10 Worst
So far, Kirby said, local govexisting primary . treatment
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Dressed Women" list by fash- second worst dressed woman,
ernment has not begun to proplant to upgrade treatment.
Home with Rev. Harold ion desigder Mr. Blackwell----- saying. "She dresses like the
'But, how do you dress a kind of woman . every man
Sanitation District No. 2 of vide for ambulance service in Lassiter officiating.
Trial
for his maiden
Sherman tank?" he asked with ... wants
McCracken County receives the Bowling Green area after
will
Pallbearers
be
Jack
PIKEVILLE, Ky. t AP)•$93,000; Calhoun will get the funeral homes cease oper- Dodd_ Jamie Trevathan. Joe a pseudo-shocked look on his uncle."
Trial. has been set for Feb. 5 in
"Around the world in 80 mis$143,100; Clay will receive ations.
Pat Carraway, Freeman face.
Pike Circuit Court for a 73Princess Margaret, the only takes" was the phrase Black8124,200, and the Okolona Sewer
lost
recently
Charles
Outland,
area
Willoughby,
Harlan
The
year-old man charged in the
nonentertainer on the list and well used to describe Mia FarConstruction District will get a federally subsidized ambu- and Junior Brandon.
slaying of his wife 10 years
$113,100.
ranked
fourth, was described row, his third choice.
Harat
the
lance servic based
Interment will be in the
ago
Fifth was movie star, All
lan Appalachian Regional Hos- Murray Cemetery with the as wearing "the kind of style
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NEW' YORK (AP) - Jill around.
Ai.liwoln. Mont.
searches.,
Bank.
.Cook
y
BOW11NG GREEN,
IA?) Sen. Marlow.Cook ha;
criticized the Nixon administration for abruptly ending two
farm conservation programs.
Cook, referring to the Rural
Environmental Assistance prograin and the Water Bank program, both of which the administration eliminated last month,
said the executive branch "has
taken upon itself, without even
cursory consultation with the
legislative branch of government, the job of terminating
programs which were duly
created by Congress."
Cook told the annual dinner
of the Bowling Green-Warren
County Clamber of Commerce
that he supports a proposal for
the Senate to hold hearings on
the cuts.
4
Lyons Obit
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
The retired board chairman of
Brown-Ferman Distillers in
Louisville is dead at the age of
66.
W. L. Lyons Brown died last
night at a Louisville hospital.
Hw had entered the hospital
Dec. 27
Brown had been connected
with the distillery -one of the
largest of its kind in Kentucky
-since 1933
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Special Studies On 'Galatians'
To Start Sundat-Local Church
Rev. Richard E. Walker, Murray*State.Universdy. They.
minister of the First Baptist reside on the Lynn Grove Road.
'Following the evening ser
Church, will be speaking at both
the 10:45 a.m. and five p.m. vices the first of six sessions on
services on Sunday, January 7, "Galatians: Freedom Through
Christ" by Howard P. Colson
at the church.
At the morning service the and Robert Dean, will open in
Adult Choir, directed by W. the Fellowship Hail of the
Rudolph Howard, minister of church at 6:15 p.m. with Rev.
music, will sing "Why Do I Sing • Walker as the teacher for the
About Jesus?" At the evening study for the adults and high
service the choir will sing -Why school students.
Additional studies will be
Should He Love Me So?"
Assisting Rev. Walker in the conducted at the same time as
morning services will be Gus follows:
Preschoolers: "God's Care in
Robertson, Jr., deacon of the
week, who is serving his second Autumn," taught by Mrs.
term as a deacon. Robertson, Eugene Russell, second floor,
who has recorded his own long educational building.
Grades One and Two: :'The
playing records, sings regularly
in the adult choir and has Story the Bible Tells," taught
served as general Sunday by Mrs. Gil Mathis and Mrs.
School Superintendent. He is Honig Roberts, second floor,
married to the former Mildred educational building.
Grades Three and Four "The
Shaker and they have one
daughter, Becky, a senior at Story the Bible Tells," taught
by Mr. and Mrs. Ron Wright,
third
floor,
educational
Dr. Dodson Gives His
building.
Crades Five and Six: "Men
Sermon Topic, Sunday
Who Told His Story," taught by
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Ray Gillespie,
will speak on the subject, "Key third
floor,
educational
'73-What Will It Unlock," at budding.
the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. services
Grades Seven gind Eight:
at the First United Methodist "Now Listen My Friend,"
Church on Sunday. January 7. taught by Mr. and Mrs. David
Church School will be held Benton, third floor, educational
between the morning services. building.
The public is invited to attend
A nursery will be provibil
all services of the church, Dr. during the special studies as
Dodson said.
well as during the regular
church services each Sunday

Dr. David Roos
Give Sermon
From Nehemiah
"The Challenge Of A Great
Undertaking" will be the
subject of the sermon by Dr.
David-C. Roos, minister of the
First
Christian
Church
(Disciples of Christ), at the
10.45 a.m. services on Sunday,
January
-This will be the first of four
sermons from Nehemiah. The
scripture for Sunday will be
Nehemiah 4:6. James D..
Clopton will be the worship
leader and Mark and Paul
Austin will be candle lighters.
The Chancel Choir will sing
the anthem, "Surely God Is In
This Holy Place,: with Len
Whitrner as director and Miss
Nancy Luther as organist.
Deaconesses and deacons will
be Henry Fulton, Mrs. 0. B.
Boone, Jr., Miss Rebecca
Dublin, B. D. Hall, Don McCord,
W C. McKeel, Dr. William
Seale, Ken Sinclair, and Fred
Wells Greeters will be Dr. and
Mrs. Woodfin Hutson and Mr.
and Mrs. John Pasco. Sr
All God and Country Scouts
will meet at the church on
Sunday at 5.30 p.m. The Youth
groups will meet Sunday at 630
p.m. at the church.
Group III of the CWF will
meet in the home of Mrs. Jesse
McNutt, 1405 Main Street, on
Monday at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. David
Roos will give the program.
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Sen. Cook
Criticizes
Editorial

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP (-Kentucky's Republican Sen.
Marlow Cook is one of several
persons who have criticized a
Courier-Journal editorial urging
Inauguration Day demonstrations in Washington to protest
the bombing of North Vietnam.
Since the editorial appeared
Wednesday, the newspaper has
received 20 letters, with eight
supporting its stand.
The editorial urged demonstrators to be peaceful.
Sen. Cook, in an interview
with WHAS radio here, said he
felt the editorial could lead
people to believe they could
demon"go and
quietly
strate...in January when people
are there I who enthusiastically
support the President) .and if
anybody's there who wants to
picket or quietly protest, that
individual may want to do it
quietly, but I'm afraid that individual is going to get a
mouthful of fist."
Cook termed the editorial
"sophomoric," and said it was
"2" offensive that someone
would use the news media to say
that somebody else should do
something they haven't got the
Courage to do themselves."
Former Louisville Mayor
Kennedy A. Sctunied also attacked the newspaper's stand.
Schmied said he is convinced
it is impossible to guarantee
that a demonstration will be
peaceful
Jr.,
Beasley,
Roy
- Bro.-He also suggested that Barry
minister of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ, will Bingham Jr. the paper's pubpresent the first sermon on lisher, was politically motlvated when he published the
"The Seven Churches of Asia"
editorial.
at the 10:40 a.m services on
, Schinied. like Cook, took isSunday, January 7.
sue
with Bingham's statement
Keith Donelson will read the
scripture from Revelation 2.1- that he probably will not demonstrate in Washington himself
11. Prayers will be led by Joe
because he feels a newsman
Thornton and Aubrey Hatcher
should not be a participant in
At the six p.m. service Bro
the events he reports or advoBeasley will speak on the
ca tes.
subject, "The Devil's Creed,"
"I think if you're for somewith the scripture from James
thing, whether you're in the
2:14-17 to be read by Max
news media or not, you ought
Farley. Willie_ Frances and
to have guts enough to do it,"
Dewey Yates will lead the
said Schmied.
prayers.
Bingham commented Friday
The Song Directors Class for
that peaceful demonstrations
boys in grades four, five, and
are possible and have been held
six started Wednesday evening,
before, and denied the editorial
January 3, and will continue to was
politically motivated.
meet each Wednesday evening
The publisher said the editoduring the regular class time in
rial would have been the same
Room B-8 of the basernent:
d McGovern won and then
A Teacher Training Class will
stepped up the bombing. The
begin Sunday, January 7, and
newspaper .
endorsed
will continuejor thirteen weeks.
Mccovern's candidacy last NoThis group willineet during the'
.
vember.
Sunday School how- in the ofBingham also .. rejected
fice
Schmied's contention that he
SOUTH MURRAY CLUB
participate in the- demonstraThe
Murray tioh. He said it wOuld tr.physiSouth
Homemakers Club will meet on catty impossible to do all the
Wednesday, January 10, at ten things • the newspaper advoaiefeatitafTrtanftle has with cates, and said it jeopardizes
Mesi Robbie Witherspoon and the credibility of a news operMrs. Elaine, Colson
as
tion when newsmen particihostesses.
pate in news evade.
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